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The Scissio Controller

The Scissio controller is an automation controller similar to a PLC (programmable logic controller) for 
operating various types of electrical systems. 

The controller consists of an intelligent io module that mates with a mother board to form a unit. A 
single controller has 40 inputs and 16 outputs which you can directly connect to a wide variety of 
standard electrical devices such as switches, sensors, and relays. The inputs support both analog and 
digital signals while the outputs support a variety of relay types. 

You can scale a Scissio based system from one that is made from a single node consisting of one 
controller which supports a few devices to a network consisting of  many nodes controlling hundreds of 
devices. In a network, you connect the nodes together using ethernet. The connection topology is 
arbitrary and may take the form of a tree, a mesh, a ring, or a combination. Once you have established 
the fixed connections in a network they are auto routing and support dynamic reconfiguration, so you 
do not have to worry about the specific network topology when you configure the control functions the 
system is going to perform.

You manage a Scissio network and program its function from a host personal computer, an Apple Mac 
PC running OS X version 10.6.8 or higher, that you connect to any one of the individual controller 
nodes. You can make this executive connection using either USB or ethernet. The management hosts 
(there can be more than one) that you establish this way are simply additional nodes in the Scissio 
network. The software running on a host is called the Node Manager and is similar to the software that 
runs on the controllers, but it also includes a graphical user interface through which you can get status 
information and issue control commands. Unless you are actively changing or monitoring the function 
of a Scissio network the host nodes do not have to be connected or running, though you are free to 
involve them as working nodes as well.

We've tried to design Scissio based systems to be robust. The Scissio controllers are both distributed 
and autonomous meaning that nodes operate by themselves and there is no requirement for a central 
controller. Furthermore, to the extent that control functions span only portions of a Scissio network, 
those portions operate autonomously and independently from each other. Since a Scissio network is 
distributed and has no central control, failures typically appear within a restricted scope. By planning a 
little, you can partition functions so that individual failures will have a minimum impact on the overall 
system. Since routing in Scissio networks is dynamic and automatic, you can configure 
interconnections to be redundant. 

We've also tried to design Scissio based systems to be easy to maintain. When connecting a controller, 
you make all wiring to the passive mother board. The io module plugs into this making it unnecessary 
to detach wires when making a change, upgrading, or when there is a failure. 

The appendix of this manual contains examples of how to connect devices and program nodes. The 
Node Manager has several virtual devices, so you can simulate some of these examples  using only the 
Node Manager running on a Mac. The Node Manager is free to download from 
www.scissiocontrols.com.
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Figure 1. A Scissio io module and motherboard
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The Hardware

A Scissio based automation system consists of several physical elements. A typical system has the 
following components:

1. The input devices. These are typically switches and sensors.

2. The output devices. These are typically relays for lighting and other functions, but can also be 
devices such as motors or  other actuators that are voltage compatible with the controller 
outputs.

3. Scissio mother boards. These are part of the permanently installed wiring infrastructure. Each 
mother board provides wiring terminations for the input and output devices and a place to plug 
in a single Scissio io module.

4. Scissio io modules. These contain the system intelligence and perform the connection function 
between the inputs and outputs. The io modules can also supply short circuit protected low 
voltage direct current (dc) power to input and output devices.

5. Power Supplies. The Scissio controllers operate on any direct current (dc) voltage between 12 
and 24 volts. One or more power supplies that run off building line voltage (120 vac, 60 hz) 
supply this voltage.

6. Wiring interconnect. This is all the wiring that connects devices, power supplies, and mother 
boards.

7. System enclosures and mountings. The Scissio mother boards as well as power supplies and 
some io devices such as relays mount on standard 35mm DIN rails. These are typically housed 
together in protective enclosures. If a system is distributed, it may span a number of enclosures.

8. A management host. This is an Apple Mac personal computer that you can connect into the 
Scissio network by either USB or ethernet for the purpose of configuring and controlling it. The 
host runs an application called the Node Manager which has a graphical user interface and 
allows you to configure and control all the nodes in a system. There can be more than one 
management host and you can be connect these either temporarily or permanently. Once a 
system of controller nodes is setup and running, you can run it autonomously without the 
presence of any host. 

System Enclosures and Wiring

You can enclose and mount Scissio mother boards along with associated relays, terminal blocks, 
wiring, and other components in any number of ways. Building and electrical codes, however,  may 
impose certain restrictions. For example, electrical codes typically require that you keep all line voltage  
wiring and components isolated from all low voltage wiring and components unless those wiring and 
components are also rated for line voltage. We make no specific recommendations regarding 
compliance with regulatory codes. Complying with these codes is your responsibility. This extends to 
your choice of boxes, panels, types of cable and wire, and methods of arranging and connecting them. 
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We do, however, point out the following: 

When the Scissio mother boards are mounted vertically in a line with the nomenclature right side up 
(standard orientation), the natural flow of inputs to outputs is from left to right. This tends to put low 
voltage devices (switch and sensor wiring) on the left and high voltage devices (relay wiring) on the 
right.

If you elect to use DIN rail for mounting, we suggest that you use 35mm x 15mm DIN rail rather than 
35mm x 7.5mm DIN rail. The Scissio mother board will fit both with no issues, but we've found that 
fasteners such as pan head screws that you may choose to mount DIN rail are often so high relative to 
the low profile rail that they can conflict with other standard DIN rail products such as terminal blocks.

Power Supplies

Power to Scissio controllers can be from any source capable of delivering between 12 and 24 volts dc. 
Obviously, you should choose a supply that produces the voltages that are compatible with the type of 
input and output devices you plan to use. For example, if you plan to use relays that operate off 24 
volts, then you should drive them from a controller that is also powered from 24 volts. If you need to 
operate controllers from different voltages, you are still free to connect them together and interoperate 
them in a single Scissio network.

Power supplies should be capable of providing 0.15 amps per io module plus whatever power your 
connected input and output devices demand. For example, if you are planning to power 6 controllers 
from one 24 volt supply and your devices will consume up to 5 amps, then your supply should be able 
to source 5.9 amps. Since the controllers cannot source more than about 2 amps each without tripping 
the internal circuit breaker, you can simply budget 2 amps per controller.

A convenient way to power a Scissio system is with one or more small supplies that mount on DIN rail. 
These are widely available in a variety of power combinations. You can mount these on the same rail as 
the Scissio mother boards, or on an adjacent rail. 

Management Host

The Node Manager runs on Apple OS X version 10.6.8 or later. 

Mother Board and IO Module

The Scissio mother board and io module are a pair. One is useless without the other, so together, we 
call them a controller or a controller node. Most programmable logic controller products, whether for 
building automation or other industrial use, whether modular or integrated, combine the connection 
function with at least some active electrical processing functions. 

In contrast, the Scissio controller, rigorously separates the simple and passive wiring connection 
function on the mother board from the more complex and active electrical processing function on the io 
module. The intent of this is to limit the time consuming and labor intensive wiring effort to the initial 
installation while speeding recovery from future failures and easing the task of future maintenance.

The mother board mounts on a 35 mm din rail and consists of connectors  for  the input and output 
devices, usb and ethernet communications, dc power supply and io module. With one small exception, 
the mother board consists only of  connectors, printed circuit wiring between them, and mounting 
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hardware. Once the mother board is installed and wired, you connect an io module by simply slipping it 
into its cradle and engaging it with the locking lever. Io module replacement takes a few seconds.

In addition to connectors, each mother board does also have a small and reliable non-volatile data 
storage (an electrically erasable programable read only memory or eeprom) that holds up to 8 different 
configurations. This eeprom allows you to configure automation functions that always stay with your 
wiring infrastructure rather than with the io modules. This is useful since you may find yourself 
upgrading, repairing, or replacing io modules as time passes. In other words, once you define your 
automation function, it can become an integral part of your wiring infrastructure and you don't have to 
define it again every time you maintain your system.

You can orient a Scissio controller in any position, however this manual assumes a standard orientation 
in which you mount the mother boards in a vertical line on a vertical DIN rail with the nomenclature 
right side up.

Mounting and Grounding

When mounting on DIN rail, the mother board protective ground is through a pair of  tin plated ground 
contacts which you can see on the bottom of the mother board base. For this reason, the DIN rails 
should be:

1. Conductive.

2. Grounded to the building protective ground.

3. Of a material and finish that is galvanically compatible with tin. Zinc plated steel with a yellow 
or clear chromate finish is a suitable compatible material.

If you use a non-conductive rail, you must use one of the screws indicated in the figure below to attach 
a ground wire to the mother board. 
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Figure 2. Grounding locations

The mother boards provide for an alternative mounting that uses a pair of #10 screws instead of DIN 
rail. To use the alternative mounting, remove the two ground screws and washers indicated in figure 2. 
This will unfasten the two DIN rail ground contacts. Push out the contacts from the base to leave two 
free #10 mounting holes. You can use these holes to mount the mother board to a panel. As indicated 
above, these holes are connected to protective ground on the mother board circuit board. If you use 
them for mounting, you must insure that there is also a connection to the building protective ground. 
This can either be through the mounting screw to a grounded conductive panel or by a dedicated 
ground wire. 

For each Scissio controller or group of controllers that share a common power supply you should 
connect the system protective ground to the power supply return terminal in one place. This power 
return is sometimes called common ground or signal ground, and it is available on the Scissio mother 
board at the J2 and J3 connector terminals labelled 'G'. You can effect this connection by connecting 
either of the G terminals to your conductive DIN rail, or to some other point on your enclosure that is 
conductively attached to protective ground.

DC Power

Power to each controller is through either of the connectors J2 or J3 on the mother board. The two 
connectors are bused together and you can supply power through either connector. J2 and J3 are 
arranged at either end of the mother board so that one controller can source power to adjacent 
controllers either above or below it. When powering controllers in this way, to avoid overloading the 
connections, limit the number in a line to 4.
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The J2 and J3 terminal functions are the following:

V 12 to 24 vdc supply (up to 8 amps)
G supply return (up to 8 amps)

Inputs

The Scissio controller has 40 general purpose inputs. These can be either digital or analog, and 16 pairs 
can be configured as differential analog inputs.

Signal inputs IN0 to IN32 are through screw terminal connectors on the left side of the mother board. 
These connectors are arranged into 8 groups which include additional connections that aid in 
connecting power and ground to typical input devices. IN0 thru IN3 are in the connector group labeled 
INPUT0. IN4 thru IN7 are in the connector group labeled INPUT4, and so on. Each left side input 
group has the terminals shown in the figure below.

Figure 3. INPUT0 group (others are similar)

Eight additional signal inputs named INX0 to INX14 are through screw terminals in the right side 
connector groups. There are 8 right side groups labeled OUTPUT0 to OUTPUT14, and there is one 
input per group. As the right side labels imply, the right side groups are intended for controlling output 
devices (relays). The inputs in those groups, while general purpose, are convenient for monitoring the 
state of relays that are equipped with auxiliary contacts. Each right side output group has the terminals 
shown in the figure 9.

The terminal functions applicable to inputs are the following: 

INx signal input (digital, analog, or differential analog)

INXx signal input (digital or analog)

VB over current protected supply voltage for use by input or output devices (12 – 24 
volts, 2 amps max)

GND ground reference (common return) for use by input or output devices

The figures below shows equivalent circuits for typical inputs. As you can see, each input is terminated 
by a 4.49 kohm resistor to either VB or to GND. Regardless of the termination level, the resistor fixes 
the input impedance of any input to 4.49 kohm. You set the termination in software using the Node 
Manager. Some input devices can use either termination while others will only work with one. The 
examples at the  end of this section show several basic input device types and how they should be 
terminated. 
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Figure 4. Single ended input circuit

Figure 5. Differential input circuit

Any input can be either digital or analog. Inputs IN0 to IN32 can also operate in differential analog 
mode. In this mode you can make up a differential pair from any even numbered terminal along with 
the next odd numbered terminal (for example, IN0 and IN1). The even terminal always identifies the 
differential pair. In differential mode, the analog input is the voltage difference between the terminals 
with the even terminal being the negative input.

In general the operating mode of an input is automatic – that is, the software operates the input in the 
proper mode for the type of input device. In some situations, you can manually set whether you wish to 
treat the input as digital, analog, or differential analog using the Node Manager. 

The input electrical characteristics are the following:

 maximum input voltage 60 volts

minimum input voltage -60 volts

input impedance 4.49 kohms
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digital low level threshold 2.6 volts

digital high level threshold 10.6 volts

analog input range 0 to 13.2 volts

Analog to Digital Conversion

The controller detects analog signals using an analog to digital converter. The converter that the 
controller uses has 10 bits of resolution. This means that it can convert analog voltage inputs into 
numbers in the range of 0 to 1023. Specific input devices may scale this number for various purposes, 
but the basic conversion always starts with a 10 bit value. As mentioned above, the analog input range 
is 0 to 13.2 volts. The analog converter converts this range as follows:

Input Voltage Digital Value

0 0
13.2 v 1023

Connection Types

Probably the most basic type of input device is a single pole single throw mechanical switch. There are 
two basic ways to connect such a switch. The first is to pull the input to the supply voltage with a 
resistor and then use the switch to connect the input to ground. When the switch is closed, the 
controller will interpret this as a low or digital 0 signal. The second way is to pull the input to ground 
and then use the switch to connect the input to the supply voltage. When the switch is closed, the 
controller will interpret this as a high or digital 1 signal. The controller provides extra terminals that 
connect to VB and GND, so using either one of these methods is simply a matter of connecting the 
switch to the proper terminals and setting the proper input termination. The figure below shows both 
configurations.

Figure 6. Connecting a switch to a controller input

So which connection should you use? We suggest the first method for the following reason. The 
controller is capable of supplying up to 2 amps to VB. If the wire carrying this voltage to your switch is 
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ever compromised or shorted to ground it could produce dramatic results. A current of 2 amps at 24 
volts is significant enough to be able to make a substantial electrical arc – enough to weld metal or start  
a fire.  

You'll notice that with the first method, the current to the switch is limited by the pull up resistor to a 
few milliamps (about 5 ma at 24 volts). This is less likely to present a hazard.

Another basic type of input device uses an npn bipolar (or n channel mosfet) pull down transistor. This 
is designed to pull a voltage to ground and operates very much like the first (preferred) switch method 
above. Yet another type of input device uses a pnp bipolar transistor (or p channel mosfet). This type is 
designed to source a voltage and operates very much like the second switch method above.

Figure 7. Connecting a transistor output to a controller input 

Outputs

The controller has 16 general purpose tristate outputs. The outputs are all identical.  Each can drive its 
connection either high (to VB), low (to GND), or high impedance floating. These three drive values 
permit the outputs to mimic low impedance active digital sources (totem pole) as well as pull up and 
pull down sources (open collector). Each output can drive up to 2 amps either high or low.  Before you 
get too excited about the Scissio controller's current driving capability, 2 amps is also the power budget 
for the entire module, so the sum of currents of all the outputs must also be less than 2 amps.

Signal outputs OUT0 to OUT15 are through screw terminal connectors on the right side of the mother 
board. As for the inputs, these connectors are arranged into 8 groups which include additional 
connections that aid in connecting power and ground to typical output devices. OUT0 and OUT1 are in 
the connector group labeled OUTPUT0. OUT2 and OUT3 are in the connector group labeled 
OUTPUT2, and so on. Each right side output group has the terminals shown in the figure below.
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Figure 8. OUTPUT0 group (others are similar)

The terminal functions applicable to outputs are the following: 

OUTx signal output (tristate)

VB over current protected supply voltage for use by input or output devices (12 – 24 
volts, 2 amps max)

GND ground reference (common return) for use by input or output devices

The figure below shows an equivalent circuit for a typical output.

Figure 9. Output circuit

The outputs are protected against over current by the module common circuit breaker which trips at 
around 2 amps. The output electrical characteristics are the following:

maximum output current 2 amps
output impedance 0.2 ohms max
high level output voltage VB (12 to 24 volts)
low level output voltage 0 volts

As for the inputs, there are several types of output connections. Outputs can drive a typical single coil 
held relay in either of the ways depicted in the figure below. In the first method, you connect one relay 
terminal to VB and the other terminal to the output. Driving the output low energizes the relay. In the 
second method, you connect one relay terminal to GND and other terminal to the output. In this case, 
driving the output high energizes the relay. You may recognize that the options for connecting an output 
and the associated sense of the drive polarity is analogous to the case for inputs. Since output devices 
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often require significant drive currents to actuate, there is probably no significant safety advantage as 
there is for inputs to using one of the connections over the other.

Figure 10. Connecting a unipolar relay to a controller output

Some types of output devices (for example the latching Panasonic lighting relays which we 
recommend) may require a connection that can apply both positive and negative voltage across the 
device terminals. A pair of outputs will accomplish this as shown in the figure below. In this situation, 
the controller can drive one output high and the other low for one polarity and the reverse for the 
opposite polarity. The effect is to put a voltage of either  +VB or -VB across the output device 
terminals.

Figure 11. Connecting a bipolar relay to a pair of controller outputs

The controller can drive other types of relays beside the two types mentioned above. Examples of these 
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are unipolar pulsed latching relays and dual coil relays. The issue for these is the availability of a 
convenient native controller software device driver. Even when there is no driver, you can typically 
construct one from other standard controller software devices. 

USB

The Scissio controller has a full speed (12 mbps) USB type B receptacle for connection to a 
management host. The interface is self powered and does not draw power from the host.

You can connect a controller to a host with a USB cable up to about 16 feet long. The advantage of 
USB is that it is simple, ubiquitous,  and does not require any controller or host side configuration. A 
host running the Node Manager will automatically find and use the connection. 

You can connect multiple controllers over USB to a host either through multiple ports on the host or 
through a  USB hub. Many commercially available hubs have 4, 6, or 8 ports (the maximum USB hub 
size is 24). This allows you to build a network using either USB, ethernet, or a combination of the two. 
At all but the physical and lower protocol levels, the Scissio software does not distinguish between 
USB and ethernet connections and it treats both the same. 

While a Scissio network will operate with USB connections, we suggest that you use ethernet instead. 
USB has several serious limitations.  With USB, you can only connect a controller to a host. You 
cannot connect one controller directly to another. This restricts the kinds of networks you can build, 
and also requires that you include one or more hosts in the network. The USB connections are also 
limited to 16 feet, while ethernet connections are designed for robust long distance transmission. 

The USB port employs the following pins:

Pin 1
Pin 2
Pin 3
Pin 4
Shell chassis ground

Ethernet

The Scissio controller has two 10/100 base T ethernet connections. These are called Ethernet A and 
Ethernet B. With CAT-5 cables, you can use these interfaces to connect controllers that are  several 
hundred feet apart to make a  distributed network. You can also connect to ethernet devices that use 
TCP/IP (transmission control protocol / internet protocol) such as wireless routers and bridges to build 
larger distributed networks. One ethernet connection per controller is sufficient to create a network with 
the aid of an ethernet switch or router, however, the fact that there are two connections on each 
controller allows you to create simple linear or ring networks without any other equipment. The two 
connections also allow you to construct redundant networks that are fault tolerant.
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Figure 12. Simple linear and ring networks

Figure 13. A network using an ethernet switch 

There are many ways to configure a Scissio network. In the general case, you can connect any ethernet 
port to any other with either a straight or a crossed cable, however the connection will not generally 
function unless you have also configured it appropriately in software. This may involve partitioning 
your network into logical subnets, and then assigning appropriate IP addresses, subnet masks, and port 
numbers. The details of this process can prove confusing. The appendix on ethernet networking 
explains how to do it in more detail.

For simplicity in constructing small networks, controllers are pre-configured for connection in a line or 
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a ring. Using the standard pre-configuration, you can connect any controller A port to an any B port and 
your network will function without further configuration. 

While the A and B ports are physically different at the circuit level in that they have their transmit and 
receive wires on different connector pins (see the pinouts given below) they function identically. This is 
because each port automatically detects the physical interface type of the connected port and sets its 
interface to send and receive on the appropriate pins. The result is that you can connect either of the 
controller ethernet ports to any other port using either a straight or a crossed cable.

Controller A ports employ the following pins on the RJ45 female connector:

Pin 1 output TX+
Pin 2 output TX-
Pin 3 input RX+
Pin 6 input RX-
Pins 4, 5 ac terminated together thru a 75 ohm resistor to chassis ground
Pins 7, 8 ac terminated together thru a 75 ohm resistor to chassis ground 
Shell chassis ground

Controller B ports employ the following pins on the RJ45 female connector:

Pin 1 input RX+
Pin 2 input RX-
Pin 3 output TX+
Pin 6 output TX-
Pins 4, 5 ac terminated together thru a 75 ohm resistor to chassis ground
Pins 7, 8 ac terminated together thru a 75 ohm resistor to chassis ground
Shell chassis ground 

Historically, port A would have been considered a terminal or PC like device and would have been 
connected with a straight cable to an ethernet hub or switch. Port B would have been a hub or switch 
like device and would have been connected with a straight cable to the ethernet port on a terminal. 
Connecting like ports would also have been possible, but only using crossed cables.

Cables are also designated with A type ends or B type ends. A and B type ends differ only in the way 
they assign wire pairs to connector pins. Straight cables have two A type ends or two B type ends. The 
cable is crossed if it has one A end and one B end. You can use either type end with either controller 
ethernet port.
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Physical Dimensions

Figure 14. Io module and mother board dimensions
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The Node Manager

Scissio nodes (both controller and management host type) adopt a software model in which every 
functional element is an entity called a device. Devices can do useful things like take input from a 
switch or operate a relay. 

Some devices are associated with physical hardware. For example, the device which operates the 
controller fault led is called faultLed. You can think of the devices that operate hardware as drivers for 
that hardware. 

Other devices exist purely in software. An example of a pure software device is the CSuite type which 
implements connections between other devices and defines automation functions using state machines. 
(You can use the CSuite type to define preset output states for a group or suite of devices that are often 
referred to as 'scenes').

The Node Manager is the software that runs on the management host. When you run it on your Mac it 
presents a graphical user interface that allows you to interact with and control the devices that are on 
the nodes in your network. The Node Manager itself is a version of the same software that runs on 
Scissio controller type nodes (with the addition of the graphical user interface). When you run it, your 
Mac becomes just another node in the Scissio network. The management host also has devices and you 
control them through the graphical user interface in the same way that you control any device in the 
network.

The node manager presents a screen that gives a list of all the nodes in your network including the 
management host itself. If you click on any of these nodes you will expand a list of devices that are on 
that node.  If you double click on a device, you will pop up a dialog box for that device. A device 
dialog box simply provides fields and buttons that you can use to control and monitor a device.

There are two important devices that are common to every node and which the node manager always 
displays. These devices are named exec and prom. If you expand any node in the node list, you will 
always see at least these two devices. exec is the node executive device and it allows you to add and 
remove other devices. prom is a non-volatile storage device for storing node configurations. The prom 
dialog also provides a command line interface and log window that you can use to directly control a 
Scissio network using the Scissio Command Language.

Names and Types

Every node and every device has both a name and a type. All identifiers are slavishly case sensitive, so 
be very careful when attempting to specify the identity of any object in a Scissio network. 

You can name nodes including the management host anything you want as long as all the nodes in your 
network have a different name. The factory assigns a default name to every controller type node which 
is made up of the two characters n_ followed by the serial number of the controller io module. You can 
change a node's name in the exec dialog box's Node information tab. Generally it is a good idea to 
assign meaningful names to your nodes that relate to your network because it permits you to swap 
modules with different serial numbers without forcing you to change all the names in your 
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configurations. 

There are only a few node types. The host type nodes are management hosts that are running the Node 
Manager. Other type nodes are the Scissio controllers and their type is the same as the io module part 
and revision number (2005_7 for example). 

You can name most types of user devices anything you want as long as all the devices on the same 
node have a different name. When you add a new device, the software will assign a unique temporary 
name which you can change using the device's dialog box.

There are many device types, and they always begin with a capital C. CSuite, CIn, CBreaker and 
CSwitch1 are all examples of typical device types.

Native and User Devices

When a node starts up, it automatically installs a whole list of permanent devices which it needs for 
basic operation. These are called native devices. You can't add, delete, or rename them – they perform 
necessary services, and they are always there. The node executive device exec is a native device. After 
start up, you can use exec to add additional devices to implement the automation task at hand. These 
are called user devices.

For example, if you are controlling 2 lighting circuits in a room with 3 switches. You might choose to 
add 3 switch driver type devices, 2 relay driver type devices, and a CSuite type device to connect them 
all together and make them do what you want. These are all user devices. You are free to rename them 
using their dialog boxes. Generally, you can rename most (but not all) user devices. 

The user devices that you install often work in conjunction with and make use of native devices such as 
those that directly control input and output connections. For example, when you install a switch driver, 
you will also select which input connections on the mother board you want the switch to use. You will 
do this using the switch dialog box. Once this is set, the switch device can then communicate with the 
native devices that operate the inputs you've selected.

Some devices are further categorized by function. For example, a com device is any device that plays a 
role in the Scissio network communications. Some com devices are user devices while others are 
native. Other categories are system devices (exec and prom) and ui devices (the user interface dialogs).

The Device Filters 

Native devices often perform low level tasks that are not much interest to you the user. Similarly, once 
you have set up a Scissio network, the connections for communications between nodes are also not of 
much interest. These devices are always there, they work, but they are not relevant to the automation 
task you wish to perform and manage. More often than not, the devices of most interest to you are the 
remaining user devices. The rest are simply distracting.

You can change what devices the tab displays using the radio buttons at the bottom of the tab window 
labeled Show User Devices, Show Coms and Show Natives. Regardless of which radio buttons you 
select, the display will always show the exec and prom devices.

Updating Firmware

The software that runs on the controller io modules is loaded into a flash memory. A flash memory is a 
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type of non-volatile memory that you typically only change when you need to bring the function of a 
product up to date. Because of its semi-permanent nature, software stored in a flash memory is often 
called firmware. The latest versions of the Scissio Node Manager software and controller firmware are 
available at www.scissiocontrols.com.

To find what version of software is on a node, open the dialog box for exec on the node you want to 
find out about and go to the Node Information tab.

You can upload new firmware into any controller in your network directly from the Node Manager 
using the CUploader device . The CUploader is a user device which you must add using exec on your 
management host. For details on operating the uploader, see the description below for the CUploader 
dialog.

The Devices

CIom and CHost

CIom and CHost are the node executive devices. The CIom type runs on controller (type 2005_x)  
nodes and the CHost type runs on management host (type host) nodes. Otherwise, the two types are the 
same. Both are native system devices and have the name exec. 

The node executive is for managing all the user devices that are on the node. You can use it to do the 
following:

1. Get information about the node such as its serial number and software version.

2. Change the name of the node.

3. Add user devices.

4. Remove user devices.

CIom and CHost Dialogs

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This information field displays the device name which is always exec.

Add or remove devices tab

The Add or remove devices tab presents a list of available user device types on the left and a list of 
the user devices that are currently installed or active on the node on the right. The right hand list 
gives both the name and type of installed devices.

Add >>    This button adds whatever device you have selected in the available device types list to 
the roster of user devices currently active on the node. You can also add a device by double 
clicking one of the available types.

Remove    This button deletes whatever device you have selected from the roster of currently active 
devices.

Node information tab

The Node information tab gives various information about the node and provides an entry field that 
allows you to change its name.
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Node name    This entry field allows you to enter a new name for the node. The name does not 
become active until you push the Apply button. 

Node type    This information field give the node type. A type host node refers to a the Node 
Manager running on a host Mac. Type 2005_x nodes are Scissio controllers.

Node software    This information field gives the name and version number of the software currently 
running on the node. In the case of Scissio controllers, the node software refers to the firmware.

Node SN    This information field gives the serial number of the controller  io module. Management 
hosts don't have a serial number.

Apply    This button changes the node name to whatever you have set in the Node name field.

CProm

Like the executive device, CProm is a native system type present on every node. The CProm device  is 
named prom. It provides a non-volatile memory where a node can permanently store information. 
Information is organized into 16 pages.  Nodes can execute the contents of any page as commands, so 
typically the prom holds configuration information for the node. Each page can hold a complete 
configuration, so the prom can store up to 16 different configurations. You can display, edit, save, and 
execute CProm pages using the CProm dialog.

Boot and Configuration Pages

CProm page 0 is the node boot page. This contains a list of initialization commands that the node 
executes on power up or reset. While you can certainly store a configuration on the boot page, there are 
several reasons not to. Instead, one of the boot page commands is typically a command that directs the 
node to execute another page (we suggest page 8) which contains your user configuration.

The reason for this is that on controller type nodes, prom pages 0 through 7 are physically on the io 
module. Pages 8 through F are physically on the mother board. The ramification is that if you want 
your configurations to be independent of the particular io module you have plugged in, and you wish 
them to go instead with the wiring of your installation, you should store them on the mother boards. By 
always booting to page 8, you can standardize page 0 to the factory default which will make all your io 
modules boot the same way when plugged into a particular mother board. 

The above mentioned practices are good because they attach your specific configurations to the 
infrastructure they go with. One benefit is that if io modules fail, you can quickly replace them, and the 
new ones can automatically adopt configurations based on where you've put them, and what local 
functions you want them to perform.

CProm dialog

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This information field displays the device name which is always prom.

Show log    This control displays or hides a log window at the bottom of the CProm dialog.

Command editor window  This window allows you to display and enter commands for devices using 
the Scissio Command Language.  You can use this window to compose or edit configurations. 
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The buttons and controls described below provide options for dispatching, opening, and saving 
the  command window contents.  

Send    This button dispatches the contents of the command window into the local node as 
commands for execution. The local node is the same as the node on which the prom device itself 
resides and not necessarily the host on which the Node Manager is running. This means that if 
you default the node name at the beginning of a command, you will direct it to some device on 
the same node the prom is on. In other words, the context of the command window is always 
relative to the particular prom node. One benefit of this is that you can default the node names in 
commands which  makes them portable.

Recall last    This button recalls the last command sent and appends it in the command window.

Clear    This button clears the command window. If the log window is showing, a similar button, the 
log window clear button clears the log window.

Open active    This button places commands in the command window that will exactly duplicate the 
active node configuration. Once in the command window, you can save or modify this for future 
use. For example, you can store it in one of the prom pages for restoration on power up or to 
switch over to on some event.  You can use it as a starting point to edit a new configuration. You 
can save it to a text .scm file for archiving or transport.

Open page    This button places the contents of any one of the 16 prom pages in the command 
window.

Open file    This button places the contents of an .scm text file from your host Mac in the command 
window.

Save page    This button saves the contents of the command window to any one of the 16 prom 
pages.

Save File    This button saves the contents of the command window to an .scm file on your host 
Mac.

Log Window    Checking the Show log control in the upper right corner of the dialog opens a display 
of the command log. The log records any commands you dispatch from the command window in 
black and any return information that you specifically direct back to it in blue italic. The return 
information is useful if you wish to send commands for which you expect to get a response. The 
log window keeps a cumulative trace of every command you send from a prom dialog command 
window until you clear it.

Many Scissio commands solicit return information and allow you to specify a portion of a 
command that, when dispatched, will direct the information back to a return target. The ui device 
log command records information in the log. You can use the log command to make devices 
return information to the log, and you can view it in the log window. 

For a command that you want to get a response from, use a target of the form:

<target> = <host_node_name>.ui.log.!

Examples you can try out from any command window are:

<host_node_name>.ui.log.test!
<host_node_name>.exec.devices.0.<host_node_name>.ui.log.!
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CRouter

The CRouter type is a native com device named router. Every node in a Scissio network maintains a 
routing table, and every node has a router device which is responsible for maintaining this table. The 
routing table lists all the nodes in the network and the best com device to use for communicating with 
it. 

In Scissio networks, routing is automatic – that is, given whatever logical interconnections you 
establish between nodes, the nodes themselves determine the best way to utilize them and route 
command traffic. For this reason, there are no user controlled functions that you need to worry about on 
CRouter devices. You may, however, wish to see how nodes are routing traffic. 

The CRouter dialog presents a copy of the routing table which lists each node in the network, its node 
type, the preferred com device to reach it, and the number of hops or nodes commands must go through 
to get there. As your network evolves, the nodes will automatically adapt their routing tables to reflect 
the changes. 

CUi

CUi is the user interface device. The CUi is a native ui type (set the Node Manager Show Natives filter 
to see it). It only runs on management host (type host) nodes, and always has the name ui.  The CUi 
dialog is informational only and repeats only the name of the node it is running on and its own name.

CUsbEnumerator and CVcpEnumerator

The enumerator devices are user type com devices that run on host type nodes. You can have only one 
enumerator instance with the fixed name usbEnumerator regardless of type. 

Both enumerator types field connection requests to your host Mac from controller nodes and establish 
USB connections for each. If you wish to use USB you must have one of the two enumerator types 
instantiated. The two types are very similar and perform the same function. The difference between the 
two is the type of com device (either CHostUsb or CHostVcp) that they deploy and the driver that they 
use for USB connections. 

The CUsbEnumerator and CHostUsb types use a driver function library, the FTDI (Future Technology 
Devices, Inc.) D2XX driver that is supplied with the Node Manager. The default Node Manager boot 
page installs a CUsbEnumerator type automatically and you don’t have to take any other action to use 
it.

The CVcpEnumerator and CHostVcp types use the FTDI virtual com port driver. If you have this 
driver installed on your Mac, then you should use the CVcpEnumerator type. The two drivers are not 
compatible, so if you have the virtual com port driver installed, you cannot use CUsbEnumerator. The 
appendix on USB Drivers explains how to find out if you have the vcp driver and how to install and 
remove it. To change the Node Manager boot page to install the CVcpEnumerator type, use the prom 
device dialog to edit prom page 0 and modify the line

.exec.new.CUsbEnumerator!

to

.exec.new.CVcpEnumerator!
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CIomUsb, CHostUsb and CHostVcp

The USB com terminal devices provide the endpoints for usb communications. The CIomUsb type runs 
on controller nodes while the CHostUsb and CHostVcp types run on a host Mac. The devices are very 
similar and perform the same function. 

Both controller and host type nodes manage their USB com devices automatically. The CIomUsb type 
is a native type that runs on controller nodes with the fixed name usb. This device is always present and 
you cannot rename or delete it. 

On host nodes, an enumerator device (if you have instantiated one) detects USB connections and 
automatically deploys the CHostUsb or CHostVcp types. The only difference between the two types is 
the driver that they use.

CIomUsb, CHostUsb and CHostVcp dialogs

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This field displays the device name. On controller nodes this is an information field. 
On host nodes this is entry field.

Far name    This information field gives the qname of the USB com device at the far end of the 
connection.

CIomEthNI

Controller type nodes have two physical interfaces named Ethernet A and Ethernet B at the two RJ45 
connectors on the mother board. One CIomEthNI type device supports each of these physical network 
interfaces. The CIomEthNI devices are native com devices and the controller gives them the fixed 
names ethNIA and ethNIB.

You can use the CIomEthNI devices to set an IP (Internet Protocol) address, a subnet mask, and a 
gateway address for each of the two network interfaces. You can also use it to read information about 
the interface such as its MAC (Media Access Control) address.

There is no equivalent device for a host (type host) node since the host operating system provides 
control of the network interfaces. For example, if you are running the Node Manager on Apple's OSX, 
you can set the IP address for a physical network interface port or learn its MAC address by using the 
System Preferences / Network utility.

Controllers ship with the following network interface settings:

ethNIA ethNIB
IP address: 192.168.1.2 192.168.1.3

subnet mask: 255.255.255.0 255.255.255.0
gateway address: 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.1

CIomEthNI dialog

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.
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Device name    This information field displays the device name (ethNIA or ethNIB).

Mac address    This information field displays the mac address associated with the interface.

Gateway IP address    This entry field displays and allows you to set the gateway IP address.

Subnet mask    This entry field displays and allows you to set the subnet mask.

Source IP address    This entry field displays and allows you to set interface source IP address.

Apply  This button sends all the displayed configuration information to the target CIomEthNI device 
and makes it active.

CIomEthServer and CHostEthServer

The ethernet server devices can field connection requests from remote clients that are connected to a  
node via ethernet. The CIomEthServer type runs on controller type nodes while the CHostEthServer 
type runs on a host Mac. The two devices are very similar and perform the same function.

You can associate a server with a particular physical interface by setting its source IP address to match 
the source IP address of the interface. Once a server is established, it will listen for connection requests 
from clients. If it can establish a connection, it will create a server initiated com device on the  node. 
This is sometimes called a server socket. Once this connection is created, the node can use it to send 
Scissio Command Language packets over ethernet to the client device.

Physical network interfaces, whether on a host Mac or a controller can each have more than one server 
associated with them. You might have more than one server, for example, if you want the node to listen 
on an interface for connection requests to more than one port number. Controllers support up to 8 
separate sockets per interface, and the servers themselves each consume one socket. 

CIomEthServer and CHostEthServer dialogs

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This entry field both displays and allows you to change the device name.

Listen address    This entry field displays and allows you to set the source IP address of the physical 
network interface to associate the server with. This is also the address that the server will listen 
for client connection requests on.

Listen port    This entry field displays and allows you to set the port number that the server will 
listen for client connection requests on.

Apply  This button sends all the displayed configuration information to the target server device and 
makes it active.

CIomEth and CHostEth

The ethernet com devices provide the endpoints for ethernet communications. These endpoints are 
sometimes called sockets. The CIomEth type runs on controller nodes while the CHostEth type runs on 
a host Mac. The two devices are very similar and perform the same function.

The ethernet com devices can act as either client or server flavor devices. When you add an ethernet 
com device using exec, it is always a client device. Client devices initiate connections by attempting to 
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connect to a particular server end IP address and port number. The server at the far end, in turn, 
establishes the connection by deploying a server flavor com device. 

CIomEth and CHostEth dialogs

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This entry field both displays and allows you to change the device name.

Server / Client indicator    This information field shows whether the device is a client flavor com 
device or was server initiated in response to a remote client connection request.

Source address    This field displays (both server and client) and allows you to set (client only) the 
source IP address of the physical network interface  associated with the com device. 

Source port    This information field displays the source port number for the connection. The 
network interface device assigns the source port numbers.

Destination address    This field displays (both server and client) and allows you to set (client only) 
the destination IP address for the connection.

Destination port    This field displays (both server and client) and allows you to set (client only) the 
destination port number for the connection.

Far name    This information field gives the qname of the ethernet com device at the far end of the 
connection.

Apply  This button sends all the displayed configuration information to the target ethernet com 
device and makes it active.

CSuite

The CSuite device implements connections between devices that involve a logical function. The CSuite  
accepts state information from a set of input devices, and then based on those inputs it sends state 
information to control a set of output devices. You can think of the input information as the function 
arguments and the output information as the function values.

An example of a very simple case with one input device and one output device is that of a switch that 
can be either on or off connected to a relay that can also be either on or off. The CSuite device might be 
set to take the state of the switch as an input and then produce an output in response to put the relay in 
the same state as the switch. In this case, the CSuite device is implementing an identity function - that 
is, it sets the relay to be in the same state as the switch. Alternatively, you might set the CSuite device 
to perform an inversion function – that is, to turn the relay off when the switch is on. 

Together, the list of input and output combinations that you define constitutes the CSuite function 
definition. For the switch and relay example above, the identity and inverse functions are given below. 
A state of 0 means off and a state of 1 means on.

Identity Function
Switch State Relay State
0 0
1 1
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Inverse Function
Switch State Relay State
0 1
1 0

A more complex function is the one given below involving 3 input devices and 2 output devices

Inputs Outputs
000 00
001 01
010 11
011 11
100 10
101 11
110 11
111 11

The function table that you define this way tells the CSuite device what set of outputs to produce for a 
particular set of inputs. This sort of function definition is called a truth table. You can represent any 
logical function using a truth table.

In addition to the truth table function, CSuite allows you to specify a pair of connection lists. The first 
list defines what devices you want to connect the inputs to. The second list defines what devices you 
want to connect the outputs to. 

Once you have defined a function and listed all the connections, the CSuite device applies the function 
to the state of its connected input devices to produce an appropriate corresponding state for its output 
devices.

In the context of building automation, a CSuite device connects together a group of related devices. 
These might be all the lighting relays for a room together with the switches that control them. These are  
often located in the same room or area, so the term suite is appropriate.

Scenes

A popular concept in home automation is the idea of a scene. If the outputs of a CSuite function 
represent the state of the lighting in a room and perhaps other things such as temperature, then each line 
in the CSuite truth table corresponds to one scene. The function as a whole consists of all the lines, or 
scenes together, so you can think of a CSuite function as representing a collection of scenes that 
governs a related group of control devices.

Sequential State Machines

You can connect some or all of the outputs of a CSuite device back to its inputs. When you do this, the 
next state of a CSuite device depends on the previous state as well as any other inputs that are present. 
Using this type of feedback connection, you can make the device step in sequence through a series of 
states and respond conditionally to other inputs. A CSuite device with some of it outputs connected to 
its inputs is an example of  a sequential state machine. A complete discussion of sequential state 
machines is beyond the scope of this manual, however, there are several examples in the CSuite 
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Examples appendix.

Device State

Like switches and relay devices which can be on or off, CSuite devices also have a state. The CSuite 
states are just the line numbers in the truth table. Alternatively, you can think of the states as scene 
numbers. The first line in the truth table corresponds to state 0, the second line to state 1 and so on. 

In the examples above, the identity and inverse functions both have two states numbered 0 and 1. The 
function with 3 inputs has 8 states numbered 0 through 7. There is generally no relation between the 
CSuite state numbers and any numerical values that the inputs themselves may represent.

At any given time, the state of a CSuite device indicates which truth table line last matched the 
connected input devices.

CSuite Dialog

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This entry field both displays and allows you to change the device name.

Set name    This button sets the device name to whatever you have entered  in the device name field.

Connections tab

Input connections display area    This lists all devices that are connected to inputs of the CSuite 
device. The first field for an entry gives the input number. The second field gives the qname of 
the connected device. If the connected device is another CSuite type, the second field can also 
include an additional token that specifies an output number. You can invoke the Edit Input 
Connection dialog box by double clicking any existing list entry.

+    This button adds a new input list entry and engages the Edit Input Connection dialog box.

-     This button deletes the selected input list entry.

Output connections display area    This lists all devices that are connected to outputs of the CSuite 
device. The first field for an entry gives the output number. The second field gives the qname of 
the connected device. If the connected device is another CSuite type, the second field can also 
include an additional token that specifies an input number. You can invoke the Edit Output 
Connection dialog box by double clicking any existing list entry.

+    This button adds a new output list entry and engages the Edit Output Connection dialog box.

-     This button deletes the selected output list entry.

Function source    This entry field allows you to name another CSuite device anywhere in a Scissio 
network to act as a function server. Using this mechanism, you can define and edit a function 
once at the source and have the definition propagate to other CSuite devices automatically. 
Synchronization to the function source is automatic.

Read connections    This button reads the connections from the target CSuite device and displays 
them in the connection lists.

Write connections    This button writes the displayed connection lists to the target CSuite device. 
After defining a new set of input and output connections, you must write them to make them 
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effective.

Function tab

State    This information field shows the current CSuite device state. This corresponds to the number 
of one of the function lines. CSuite devices initialize to state 0.

< Prev    This button sets the device state to the previous state.

Next >    This button sets the device state to the next state.

Jump >>    This button sets the device state to the value you set in the adjacent entry field.

Function display area    This lists each line or state in the function truth table. The first field gives 
the state number. The second field lists the inputs in order starting with input 0. The third fields 
lists the outputs in order starting with output 0. To be consistent, each line of a function truth 
table must have same number of inputs and outputs as all the other lines. 

The display format for the inputs allows for either single values or ranges of values that the 
function will try to recognize and respond to. For this reason, input values in the function truth 
table are called input state sets. In other words, an input state set can be either a single value or a 
range of values. 

When an input state set is a single value, you write it as a decimal integer followed by either a _ 
or / delimiter. The choice of delimiter indicates whether you wish an input to respond to state 
values directly or only changes to a specified state. For example a truth table  value written as 1_ 
means that an input state is a match if it has a value of 1 regardless of any prior value,  whereas 
an entry of 1/ means that an input state is only a match if it has recently changed to 1 from some 
different value. For single valued state sets, you can indicate the value 'any' by using an asterisk 
character. In this case *_ means any state and */ means a change to any state. Examples of single 
valued input lists for a truth table with 3 inputs are:

0/     1/     1/
0_     1_     1_
0/     *_     *_
2_     9_     23_

When an input state set is a range of values, you write the first and last integer values for the 
range separated by a comma in place of a single value. The range consists of those values greater 
than or equal to the first value and less than the last value. You can specify a first value that is 
greater than the last value in which case the number line is considered to wrap from its high end 
back to zero. In this case, the range relation above still applies, and the range consists of those 
values outside of the interval between the two values. An example of a range valued input list for 
a truth table with 3 inputs is:

0,1_     5,12_     15,19/

The display format for the output values is simply a list consisting of a value for each output 
followed by a period delimiter. You an indicate no change to an output from the previous state by 
using an asterisk character. An example of the output values for a truth table with 4 outputs is:

1.     35.     0.     *.

+    This button adds a new function state entry and engages the Edit State Definition dialog box.
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-     This button deletes the selected function state.

^    This button moves the selected state up one position in the function truth table and updates the 
state numbers to reflect the new order.

v    This button moves the selected state down one position in the function truth table and updates 
the state numbers to reflect the new order.

Read function    This button reads the function truth table from the target CSuite device and displays 
it in the function display area.

Set function    This button writes the displayed function truth table to the target CSuite device. After 
defining a new function, you must write it to the device make it effective.

CSuite Edit Input Connection dialog

This dialog appears when you either edit or add an input connection as described above.

Input    This entry field specifies the CSuite input number that an input device is connected to. The 
input number specifies which input token in the  function definition the connected device applies 
to. You can connect multiple devices to the same input. When multiple devices are connected to 
one input, the CSuite processes each incoming message in sequence as if came from one source. 
This can be useful when you want multiple input devices (such as switches at the multiple 
entrances to a room) to produce a common effect.

From device    This entry field specifies the qname of the connected input device. The input from a 
CSuite type device can be either its state, or the value of one of its outputs. If you intend the 
connection to a CSuite output then the entry can include an additional token which specifies an 
output number. Examples of the From device entry format are the following:

nodeA.switchB
nodeA.suiteB       (connect to a CSuite device providing its state)
nodeA.suiteB.6    (connect to output 6 of a CSuite device)

An input connection can be a state machine feedback connection, but when you write the 
connections, the software will automatically convert it into an equivalent  output connection. The 
reason for this is that input connections are the maintained type (that is, the input state 
information is constantly updated regardless of whether there is any change) as opposed to the 
slightly more resource efficient output connections which are the signaled type (devices only 
send their state when there is a change). 

CSuite Edit Output Connection dialog

This dialog appears when you either edit or add an output connection as described above.

Output    This entry field specifies the CSuite output number that an output device is connected to. 
The output number specifies which output token in the  function definition applies to the 
connected device. As for inputs, you can connect multiple devices to the same output. 

To device    This entry field specifies the qname of the connected output device. The input to a 
CSuite type device can be either a state setting, or a value for one of its inputs. If you intend the 
connection to a CSuite input then the entry can include an additional token which specifies an 
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input number. Examples of the To device entry format are the following:

nodeA.relayB
nodeA.suiteB       (connect to a CSuite device to set its state directly) 
nodeA.suiteB.6    (connect to input 6 of a CSuite device)

CSuite Edit State Definition dialog

This dialog appears when you either edit or add a function truth table line as described above.

State    This information field shows the state or line number of the function truth table that the entry 
dialog applies to.

Input state sets    This entry field specifies the input list for the state. The input values or ranges are 
listed in order starting with input 0. The entry format is the same as the function input display 
format described above.

Output states    This entry field specifies the output list for the state. The output values are listed in 
order starting with output 0. The entry format is the same as the function output display format 
described above.

CRelay1 and CRelay2

The relay devices are drivers for various types of  relays. The CRelay1 type supports many common 
unipolar relays that may be either latching or non-latching, and with or without an auxiliary feedback 
contact. The CRelay2 type supports bipolar Panasonic WR61613K-84 lighting control and  possibly 
other bipolar latching relays.

You can control relays and set their state from the outputs of CSuite type devices. When using a CSuite, 
you can define the connection in the CSuite device using the CSuite Edit Output Connection dialog. 

You can also control relays by defining connections directly to other input devices such as switches  
and sensors using the CRelay Edit Input Connection dialog described below. In general, you can 
connect more than one input device to a relay. The relay does not distinguish between them, and always 
responds to the most recent input regardless of what source it comes from. 

CRelay1 and CRelay2 Dialogs

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This entry field both displays and allows you to change the device name.

Connection    This entry control allows you to set which outputs (and inputs if the device has an 
auxiliary contact for a feedback connection) you have attached your relay to. 

Drive polarity   This control allows you to set whether you want to drive your relay to the on state 
by driving the controller output pin high or low. If you choose to drive high, you should connect 
your relay between GND and OutX. If you choose to drive low, you should connect your relay 
between VB and OutX.

Relay type    This control allows you to set whether the relay is a held or a pulsed control type. 
When a relay is held, the controller maintains the driving output pin asserted (either high or low 
depending on the polarity) for the duration of the time that it should be in the on state. For 
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latching type relays, the controller generates a pulse on the driving output pin in order to change 
its state. You should use a feedback connection with a pulsed or latching type relay since there is 
no way to know from the state of the driving pin whether it is on or off. 

Pulse (milliseconds)    For pulsed relays, this entry field allows you to set the pulse duration in 
milliseconds. Relay data sheets often specify a minimum pulse duration.

Apply  This button sends all the displayed configuration information to the target CRelay device and 
makes it active.

Connections display area    This lists any connections from input devices such as switches or 
sensors that you are using to set the state of the relay.  The Input device field gives the qname of 
the connected input device. 

The On function and On value fields specify what conditions the input device state must satisfy 
to turn the relay on.  The Off function and Off value fields specify what conditions the input 
device state must satisfy to turn the relay off. 

The Format field gives the format for display and entry for input device states. When the format 
is raw, device states are displayed and entered directly as integers. When the format is fp, device 
states may be entered as signed floating point numbers. The fp format is useful for use with 
CSensor type input devices. 

The Connection field indicates whether the connection is a signal or maintain type connection. 
Signal type connections only send state when there is a change. Maintain type connections send 
state when there is a change and also at regular intervals in between.

+    This button adds a new connection and engages the Edit Input Connection dialog box.

-     This button deletes the selected connection.

Read connections    This button reads the connections from the target CRelay device and displays 
them in the connection list.

Set connections    This button writes the displayed connection list to the target CRelay device. After 
defining a new set of input connections, you must write them to make them effective.

State    This information field gives the current relay device state.

Set buttons    These buttons allow you to set the relay device state (either on or off).

Relay Edit Input Connection dialog

This dialog appears when you either edit or add a connection as described above.

Input device    This entry field specifies the qname of the input device you wish to connect.

Turn relay on or toggle condition    Use this set of radio buttons and the adjacent entry field to 
specify the condition that the input device state must satisfy to turn the relay on. If Set toggle 
mode is checked, the relay will change state instead of turn on.

Turn relay off or toggle condition    Use this set of radio buttons and the adjacent entry field to 
specify the condition that the input device state must satisfy to turn the relay off. If Set toggle 
mode is checked, the relay will change state instead of turn off.

Set toggle mode    This check box sets the relay to change state when either of the input conditions is 
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satisfied.

Use floating point (sensor) format    This check box instructs the software to interpret the input 
device states (for entry and display purposes only) as signed floating point values. Check this box 
when you are connecting to a CSensor type device.

Use a maintained connection    This check box causes the input device to send its state information 
to the relay periodically as well as when there is a state change.

CSwitch1 and CSwitch2

The switch devices are drivers for various types of  switches. The CSwitch1 type supports single pole 
single throw switches. The CSwitch2 type supports single pole double throw switches. Switches can be 
either held or momentary types, and they can be either normally open or normally closed.

You can connect switches to the inputs of CSuite type devices. When you connect to a CSuite type, you 
can define the connection using the CSuite device's Edit Input Connection dialog. 

You can also connect switches directly to one or more relays. To do this, you define the connections 
using the relays' Edit Input Connection dialogs. 

CSwitch1 and CSwitch2 Dialogs

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This entry field both displays and allows you to change the device name.

Connection    This entry control allows you to set which inputs you have attached your switch to. 

Switch type    This control allows you to set whether the switch is a momentary or held type, and 
whether it is normally open or normally closed. The on state of a normally open switch with a 
high input termination is the closed position while the on state of a normally closed switch with a 
high input termination is the open position. 

Changing either the normal position of the switch, or the termination value inverts the on / off 
sense of the switch and the state value that the switch reports (on = 1, off = 0). Your choice of 
normally open or closed, and high or low termination is therefore a choice of the switch's polarity 
and what state it reports.

Apply  This button sends all the displayed configuration information to the target device and makes 
it active.

Enable soft override    Setting this checkbox causes the device to adopt whatever state you set using 
the Set buttons instead of the state asserted by the physical switch.  

State    This information field gives the current switch device state.

Set buttons    These buttons allow you to set the switch device state (either on or off) when the soft 
override is enabled.

CSensor

The CSensor is a general purpose device that supports a variety of hardware sensors that produce an 
analog (typically a voltage) output. Some sensors are natively compatible with the controller inputs. To 
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use others, you may need to connect them through a conditioning network to achieve compatible signal 
characteristics. 

The CSensor connects to any one of the controller inputs and supports hardware sensors that generate 
both single ended and differential signals. You can use any of the controller's 40 inputs for single ended 
analog input. You can use any of the 16 input pairs (in0, in1) through (in30, in31) for differential input. 
In the case of differential input, the even input is the negative terminal, and the odd input is the positive  
terminal.

Naturally, your sensor must be compatible with the controller, that is, the controller detects positive 
input voltages in the range of 0 to 13.2 volts. In the case of differential inputs, both inputs must be in 
the range 0 to 13.2 volts, and any differences must also be positive. If you wish to detect negative 
differences, you must bias your signals with a conditioning network. The controller uses a 10 bit analog 
to digital converter, so for best resolution, your signal should be scaled to use as much of the 13.2 volt 
input range as possible. 

CSensor Dialog

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This entry field both displays and allows you to change the device name.

Connection    This entry control allows you to set which inputs you wish to attach your sensor to. As 
indicated in the drop down combo box, you can select single inputs or input pairs for differential 
signals.

Sample period    This entry field allows you to set how often, in intervals of milliseconds, the 
Scissio will sample the input and perform a conversion. The default value is 1,000 milliseconds. 
Digital conversions take time and tie up controller computing resources, so you should set the 
sample period to the longest time that makes sense for your application.

Scale and Offset    These entry fields allow you to scale and offset the CSensor state in a way that 
makes sense for your application. For example, if you are using a Scissio temperature sensor and 
you wish to use degrees C, then you can set a scale and offset so that the CSensor state is a value 
in  degrees C. You can also use the scale and offset for calibration to correct systematic errors in 
sensor readings. 

Scale and offset may be any signed values within the range +-0.0001 to +-2000. This range may 
be further restricted by the practical consideration that any state produced must also fall within 
the range. 

A scale value of 1 and an offset of 0 will produce a sensor state value of 1 when there is one volt 
at the input. An offset of 1 shifts the state value by the equivalent of 1 scaled unit. For example, 
when the scale is 3, an offset of 1 will add 3 volts to the state value read from the input.

If you wish to see a state value that is approximately (there may be a small rounding error) 
equivalent to the raw 10 bit numerical output of the A/D converter, set scale and offset as 
follows:

scale = 77.5, offset = 0.

Apply  This button sends all the displayed configuration information to the target CSensor device 
and makes it active.
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State    This information field displays the current state of the target CSensor device.

Override checkbox    Checking this forces the CSensor to ignore any input from the attached sensor 
in favor of the state value you set. This is useful for artificially producing sensor conditions so 
that you can check the operation of CSuite state machines and relay connections. This may also 
be useful in situations where you simply wish to ignore or override a sensor for some operational 
reason.

Set value and set button    When the override checkbox is checked, this entry field and button allows 
you to set any CSensor state value.

CEventTimer

The CEventTimer type implements an interval timer. You can configure a timer to operate only once, a 
set number of times, or indefinitely using a repeat count. A repeat count of 0 sets the timer to run 
indefinitely. 

A timer can operate in either absolute mode or in elapsed mode. In absolute mode, the timer functions 
like an alarm clock and enters a stopped state whenever the system time matches the timer set time. In 
elapsed mode, the timer enters a stopped state whenever the interval from the last stopped state matches  
the timer set time.

Time matches occur when the set time matches either the absolute or elapsed time. If you leave a set 
time field blank, the timer considers it a match to any value. For example, if you set the hour to 11 and 
leave all other set values blank, the timer will consider it a match to any absolute or elapsed time for 
which the hour is 11. This feature allows you to trigger events based on partial matches to times and 
dates.

At instantiation, a timer is dormant in its stopped state. You can use the start or resume buttons to start 
the timer and set it running. The timer will then run until the set timing condition is met and then stop. 
At that point, if the timer is set to repeat, it will start running again (retrigger) immediately after it has 
stopped, and then continue until it has run the number of cycles specified by the repeat count. 

States and Connections

An event timer can be in one of three possible states - run, stop, and pause. The states stop and pause 
are identical in function. The two states permit you to use one (stop) to trigger connected devices while 
using the other (pause) to suspend the timer without causing any other effects. These states have the 
following integer state values:

stop 0
run 1
pause 2

You can connect an event timer to the inputs of CSuite, CRelay and other CEventTimer type devices to 
make them respond to timing events using their Edit Input Connection dialogs. When you make such a 
connection, you can specify what timer states the device should respond to using the values given 
above. The appendices contain several examples of how you can use event timers.

You can start, stop, pause, and resume a timer manually by using the state set buttons described below 
for the timer dialog. Alternatively, you can start and stop the timer by defining connections directly to 
other input devices such as switches  and sensors from the Connections tab using the Edit Input 
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Connection dialog described below. 

To handle more complex situations, you can control the timer by connecting it to the output of a CSuite 
device using the CSuite's Edit Output Connection dialog. In this situation, the possible set values for 
state that the CSuite can use to control the timer are the following:

Timer state and action that results

stop 0 stop, elapsed time and repeat count are halted
run 1 run, elapsed time and repeat count are both cleared
pause 2 pause, identical to stop
resume 3 run, elapsed time and repeat count are both continued
repeat 4 run, elapsed time is cleared, repeat count is continued

CEventTimer dialog

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This entry field both displays and allows you to change the device name.

Timer tab

Set time    These entry fields allow you to set a current or elapsed time for the timer to stop on. If 
you leave a field blank, the timer will match any value for that unit of the current or elapsed time.  

When the timer is operating in absolute mode, you should restrict the range of values to those 
that we commonly use to specify dates and times as follows:

Seconds 0 – 59
Minutes 0 – 59
Hours 0 – 23
Days 1 – 31

When the timer is operating in elapsed mode, you can use values outside the above ranges. For 
example you can set an elapsed time of 429 minutes.

Current time    These information fields give the current date and time.

Elapsed time    These information fields give the time elapsed from the time of the last event timer 
start. Any time spanned after a pause or stop and recommenced by a resume is excluded from the 
elapsed time. Elapsed times display in days, hours, minutes, and seconds, but not in years or 
months. Elapsed times also only display up to the largest time unit you have used for a set time. 
In other words, if you have specified a set time in minutes, the elapsed time will display only in 
minutes and seconds and not in hours.

Stop on match condition    Use these radio buttons select whether the timer expires when the set time 
matches the Current time (absolute mode) or the Elapsed time (elapsed mode). 

Repeat count    This entry field sets the number of times the timer will retrigger and start again after 
the stop of a timing cycle. The companion information field shows how many times the timer has 
stopped and retriggered after being first started.  Starting the timer at any point resets the repeat 
count to 0. 

Apply  This button sends all the displayed configuration information to the target CEventTimer 
device and makes it active.
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Connections tab

Connections display area    This lists any connections from input devices such as switches or 
sensors that you are using to set the state of the timer.  The Input device field gives the qname of 
the connected input device. 

The Run function and Run value fields specify what conditions the input device state must satisfy 
to start the timer.  The Stop function and Stop value fields specify what conditions the input 
device state must satisfy to stop the timer.

The Format field gives the format for display and entry for input device states. When the format 
is raw, device states are displayed and entered directly as integers. When the format is fp, device 
states may be entered as signed floating point numbers. The fp format is useful for use with 
CSensor type input devices. 

The Connection field indicates whether the connection is a signal or maintain type connection. 
Signal type connections only send state when there is a change. Maintain type connections send 
state when there is a change and also at regular intervals in between.

+    This button adds a new connection and engages the Edit Input Connection dialog box.

-     This button deletes the selected connection.

Read connections    This button reads the connections from the target CEventTimer device and 
displays them in the connection list.

Set connections    This button writes the displayed connection list to the target CEventTimer device. 
After defining a new set of input connections, you must write them to make them effective.

State box

State    This information field displays the current state of the target CEventTimer device. The 
possible states are stop, run, and pause.

Set buttons    These buttons allow you to start, stop, pause, and resume the timer operation. 

Timer Edit Input Connection dialog

This dialog appears when you either edit or add a connection from the Connections tab as described 
above.

Input device    This entry field specifies the qname of the input device you wish to connect.

Run timer or toggle condition    Use this set of radio buttons and the adjacent entry field to specify 
the condition that the input device state must satisfy to start the timer. If Set toggle mode is 
checked, the timer will change to the opposite state (either run or stop).

Stop timer or toggle condition    Use this set of radio buttons and the adjacent entry field to specify 
the condition that the input device state must satisfy to stop the timer. If Set toggle mode is 
checked, the timer will change to the opposite state (either run or stop).

Set toggle mode    This check box sets the timer to change to the opposite state (either run or stop) 
when either of the input conditions is satisfied.

Use floating point (sensor) format    This check box instructs the software to interpret the input 
device states (for entry and display purposes only) as signed floating point values. Check this box 
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when you are connecting to a CSensor type device.

Use a maintained connection    This check box causes the input device to send its state information 
to the timer periodically as well as when there is a state change.

CTermination

The CTermination type is a native device to control the input terminations on a Scissio controller. Each 
of the 40 inputs has a 4.49 kohm termination resistor that you can connect to either VB or GND using 
one of the CTermination devices. There are 10 CTermination devices on a controller, and each one sets 
the termination value for a group of 4 inputs. The inputs are mapped to termination devices in such a 
way that you can set adjacent inputs to have different terminations. This is useful if you are using 
differential analog inputs and you wish to pull the positive terminal high and the negative terminal low. 
The CTermination devices are native types that are always present, and you cannot rename or delete 
them. 

CTermination dialog

As for other device dialogs, you activate the CTermination dialog by double clicking any one of the 
termination devices in the Node Manager devices tree. Unlike other device dialogs, however, the 
CTermination dialog applies to all 10 termination devices on the node.

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the devices reside on.

V and G values    These information fields display the actual voltages that correspond to the V and G 
termination values that you can set.

Termination control table    This entry and information display table lists 3 columns. The first 
column lists the names of the CTermination devices. The second column lists the numbers of the 
4 inputs that the termination applies to. The third column offers a radio button that allows you to 
choose a termination value, either V or G.

Apply  This button sends all the displayed configuration information to the target CTermination 
devices and makes it active.

CInput

The CInput type is a native device that provides an interface for a controller input. Controllers have a 
total of 40 instances of the CInput type. The first 32 of these correspond to the inputs on the left side of 
the motherboard and are named in0, in1...in31. The last 8 correspond to the auxiliary inputs on the right 
side of the motherboard and are named inX0, inX2...inX14. 

In general, the CInput type is not one that you,  the user, ever need to use directly. Rather, other devices 
such as the CSwitch, CSensor, and CRelay types use them to get information about the state of the 
physical controller inputs.

The CInput devices can operate to support either digital or analog inputs. This choice is typically 
transparent to the you, and depends on the specific Scissio Command Language commands that other 
devices that use the input employ.
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CInput dialog

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This information field displays the device name.

Input mode    These three radio buttons allow you to set the device to treat the input as either an 
analog, differential analog, or digital value. This setting is only for purposes of the dialog and 
does not affect how other devices use the input. 

You can only set differential mode for even numbered inputs on the left side of the mother board. 
In this case, the even input is the negative terminal and the next higher (odd) input is the positive 
terminal. The value reported is the voltage difference between these two terminals.

Termination   These information fields show what voltage the 4.49 kohm input termination resistor 
is connected to. When the input is differential, these fields show the termination value for both 
the negative (even)  and positive (odd) terminals.

Input value    This information field displays the voltage level or digital value (high or low) that is 
present at the input terminal. When the input is differential, the field displays the voltage 
difference between the positive (odd) and negative (even) terminals.

COutput

The COutput type is a native device that provides an interface for a controller output. Controllers have 
a total of 16 instances of the COutput type. These correspond to the physical outputs on the right side 
of the motherboard and are named out0, out1...out15. Each output can drive its terminal connection 
high to the supply rail (VB), low to ground (GND), or to a high impedance state. In the high drive state, 
the output can source up to 2 amps. In the low drive state, the output can sink up to 2 amps.

In general, the COutput type is not one that you,  the user, ever need to use directly. Rather, other 
devices such as the CRelay type use them to set the state of the physical outputs on the module.

COutput dialog

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This information field displays the device name.

State    This information field displays the state of the output. These integer state values have the 
meanings listed below.

low 0
high 1
hiZ 2

Set buttons    These buttons allow you to set the output device state either high, low, or hiZ.

CUploader

The CUploader type is a user device that runs on host type nodes with the fixed name uploader. The 
uploader initiates and communicates with the controller bootloader software and performs the host side 
task of uploading new firmware into an io module. You use exec to add an uploader device on your 
host whenever you wish to upload new versions of firmware to an io module. You use the uploader to 
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manage the uploading process. The uploader can target any nodes in a Scissio network via either usb or 
ethernet.

CUploader dialog

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This information field displays the device name which is always uploader.

File    This entry field allows you to specify the path name of the file you wish to upload. The 
firmware files are compiled binary images of the controller application software in Intel hex 
format. These files normally have a .hex extension. You can download the controller firmware 
from the Scissio Controls website www.scissiocontrols.com.

Browse    This button opens a file browser that allows you to traverse the host directory tree and 
select a firmware file. 

Target    This control lists all the nodes that the host is able to find that you are able to install new 
firmware on. The control allows you to select one upload target at a time from the list. If the 
Scissio network has changed in some way while the CUploader dialog is open, close it and 
reopen it to refresh the list of available target nodes.

Upload    This button starts the firmware upload. This involves several steps which the uploader 
performs automatically. These include starting the bootloader software on the target, erasing 
flash, burning the new firmware into flash, and then when the entire process is finished, starting 
up and running the new firmware. The target bootloader signals that it is running by flashing the 
red io module fault led on and off about once every second. 

Stop    This button halts the upload process. Halting an upload normally leaves any firmware only 
partially loaded into the flash memory. When there is no firmware, or the firmware is not 
complete on a target, it will only attempt to run its bootloader until you have successfully 
completed an upload from start to finish.

CNodeTest

The CNodeTest type is a user device that runs on host type nodes with the fixed name nodeTest. You 
can use nodeTest to select a target controller type node and run a sequence of diagnostic tests on it to 
determine if it is functioning properly. 

These test actively use the node's inputs and output, so do not run them unless you are confident that 
the node is free to operate connected relays or other devices without causing any harm. Running the 
tests will do the following:

1. Delete any active configuration on the target node.

2. Erase all pages in the configuration prom.

3. Set the node to its factory default configuration.

To run properly, certain tests expect that the target controller motherboard is connected in the following 
configuration:
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1. EthernetA is connected to EthernetB, and the host is connected to usb. (Com test).

2. Outputs 0 through 15 are connected in order to even inputs 0 through 30. (output, and breaker 
tests).

3. Other inputs are disconnected or connected only to switches that are in the open state. (Digital 
and analog input tests).

CNodeTest dialog

Node name    This information field displays the name of the node the device resides on.

Device name    This information field displays the device name which is always nodeTest.

Target node   This control lists all the nodes that the host is able to find that are possible targets for 
node test. The control allows you to select one test target at a time from the list. Normally, you 
should connect the host directly to the target node via usb. If you use a usb hub, however, you can 
connect more than one node at a time for testing. If you connect or disconnect a node while the 
node test dialog is open, close it and reopen it to refresh the list of available target nodes.

Test window    This display and check list entry area lists the different node tests that you can run. 
The column to the right lists the results of each test. Some tests require that you wire the 
motherboard as described in the section above.

Run    This button runs the tests you have selected in the test window.

CScanTimer

The CScanTimer type is a user device with the fixed name scanTimer that you can use to measure a 
node's scan time. Scan time is the time it takes for a node to run through one execution of its main 
event loop and update all of its devices once. The scan time depends on how many devices you install 
on a node, and how complex the tasks are that each of them must perform. 

The CScanTimer dialog displays a minimum scan time, an average scan time which is a moving 
average measured over the 60 most recent scan cycles, and a maximum scan time. You can use the 
clear button to reset the minimum and maximum scan times. 

CBreaker

The CBreaker type is a native device named breaker that implements the controller circuit breaker. If a 
controller consumes more than about 2 amps in aggregate for any reason on any of its io connections, 
the breaker will shut off power and enter the tripped state until some other device sets its state back to 
untripped. The device will continue to trip after being reset until the over current condition is gone. The 
circuit breaker only protects io connections and does not affect power to the io module's embedded 
controller, and other internal functions. For this reason, the control and communication functions of the 
controller continue to operate regardless of the state of the circuit breaker. 

The CBreaker dialog displays the breaker state and also provides buttons for setting its state to either 
tripped or untripped. The displayed CBreaker integer device states have the meanings listed below.

tripped 6
untripped 7
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Since the native CAutoBreaker device described below manages the CBreaker device automatically, 
you cannot manually set the breaker to the tripped state unless you set the CAutoBreaker device to the 
off state first. 

CAutoBreaker

The CAutoBreaker type is a native device named autoBreaker that performs an automatic circuit 
breaker reset function on controller type nodes. If the CBreaker device described above enters the 
tripped state, the CAutoBreaker device will attempt to reset it to an untripped state. It will continue to 
repeat the attempt until the over current condition is no longer present. The operation of CAutoBreaker 
effectively makes the controller short circuit protection and recovery from an over current condition 
automatic.

The CAutoBreaker dialog displays the autoBreaker state and also provides buttons for setting its state 
to either automatic or off. The displayed CAutoBreaker integer device states have the meanings listed 
below.

off 0
automatic (tripped) 6
automatic (untripped) 7

CFaultLed

The CFaultLed type is a native device named faultLed that operates the red fault led on an io module.

The CFaultLed dialog displays the faultLed state and also provides buttons for setting its state to either 
on or off. The displayed CFaultLed integer device states have the meanings listed below.

off 0
on 1

Since the native CFaultMonitor device described below manages the CFaultLed device automatically, 
you cannot manually set the fault led state unless you set the CFaultMonitor device to the off state first.  

CFaultMonitor

The CFaultMonitor type is a native device named faultMonitor that checks for fault conditions such as 
a tripped circuit breaker and indicates their presence by setting the faultLed device state.

The CFaultMonitor dialog displays the faultMonitor state and also provides buttons for setting its state 
to either automatic or off. The displayed CFaultMonitor integer device states have the meanings listed 
below.

off 0
automatic (fault) 8
automatic (okay) 9

CVMonitor

The CVMonitor type is a native device named vMonitor that is an analog input device permanently 
connected to a controller's input power supply voltage. The measurement is made in front of the circuit 
breaker, so this voltage is present regardless of the state of the circuit breaker. This should always be 
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between 12 and 24 vdc. 

The CVMonitor dialog displays the voltage of the power supply to the controller. 
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The Scissio Command Language

The Scissio Command Language provides exhaustive control of every aspect of a Scissio network, 
however, the Node Manager dialog boxes are sufficient to control most functions and devices under 
normal circumstances. Most users can safely skip this section. 

The basic mechanism of communications between devices is the Scissio Command Language or 
SCICL for short. SCICL commands are ordinary text strings. SCICL uses the first 128 characters of the 
Unicode character set. This basic latin character set includes all the upper and lower case letters of the 
english alphabet plus a number of control and special characters.

The basic structure of a SCICL command is a series of tokens each terminated by a delimiter character, 
and finally the whole command terminated by an exclamation point like this:

n_3.relay1.setState.0!

Scissio devices communicate with each other, whether they are on the same node or not, by sending 
each other SCICL commands. 

Every command originates at a source device and winds up at a target device. Along the way, it may 
pass through other intermediate devices. These are often communications devices whose job is simply 
to relay commands from one node to another.

When a device sends a command off to another device, the act is called a dispatch. Every device is 
capable of dispatching commands. In fact every device can execute an explicit dispatch command. On 
parsing the dispatch command, the device treats the single command parameter as a list of commands 
which it forwards (dispatches) to the appropriate target devices.

When a Scissio network is running, devices are constantly dispatching SCICL commands to each other 
in order to exchange status and make things happen. For example, if you operate a switch to turn on a 
light, a CSwitch device will dispatch a SCICL command to a CRelay device which will put out the 
signal to turn on the physical relay that controls the light. 

Devices constantly engage in this routine exchange of commands, but, you, the user,  can also send out 
SCICL commands to devices in order to control them and get information back from them. This is 
essentially what you are doing when you use the device dialog boxes in the Node Manager. Each dialog 
box is also a device. When you enter data into it and press a button, the dialog creates an SCICL 
command and dispatches it to the appropriate target device. Of course, you never see the command, but 
it is still there in the background. The dialog box then receives commands back from the target device 
which indicate its configuration and status. 

The Node Manager dialog boxes are a convenient way to control and monitor devices because they 
perform the translation to the Scissio Command Language for you. Using the CProm device dialog, 
however, you can also issue SCICL commands directly yourself. Beyond that, if you are a programmer, 
you can write your own software to establish standard TCP/IP or USB connections to any of the ports 
in a Scissio network. Then using these connections, your software can use SCICL commands to 
directly control a Scissio network. 
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Every Scissio device responds to a set of standard SCICL commands. In addition to these, devices may 
also respond to additional commands that are specific only to them. The sections below include a 
command reference for each device. 

Like any language, SCICL has rules of syntax. In this manual, we use a shorthand to describe the 
format and syntax of commands. 

SCICL  Definition Shorthand

In describing the Scissio Command Language we adopt the following shorthand:

= means an element definition
| means the element may be either what appears on the left or right of |
[ ] means the contents may appear 0 or 1 times
{ } means the contents may appear 0 or more times
<> encloses a non-literal identifier string. A string without <> is a literal string, for 

example:    . ; ! are literal characters used as delimiters. They appear in the 
command exactly as they are written.

Tokens, Lines, Commands, and Delimiters

Tokens are the most basic building blocks of SCICL. Tokens are typically just names that identify 
something. For this reason, we sometimes refer to tokens as identifiers. Examples of tokens are node 
names, device names, command names, state identifiers, command parameter identifiers and so on.

Lines are groups of tokens that belong together for some reason. 

Finally, commands are groups of lines and tokens that identify a target and also include an instruction 
for the target to execute.

From a syntactic point of view, a command is a text string terminated with an exclamation point. The 
exclamation point is called the command delimiter. The text string within a command is divided into 
lines. Each line ends with a line delimiter. Finally, the lines are further divided into tokens and each 
token ends with a token delimiter.

The SCICL delimiters are the following:

<command_delimiter> = !
<line_delimiter> = ; | !
<token_delimiter> = . | ; | !

Notice that the command delimiter is also a line delimiter and a token delimiter, while the line delimiter  
is also a token delimiter. All this means is that the higher order delimiters can also terminate lower 
order elements. For example:

this.is.1.command;    it.has.20.tokens;    it.has.4.lines;   each.line.except.this.one.has.4.tokens!
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Delimiter Tunneling

One additional shorthand convention is that any delimiter on the immediate right of a closing ] or }
always tunnels through to replace any delimiter on the immediate left. For example if you see this:

start.{<token>.}!

it means

start.<token1>.<token2>...<tokenN>!

or (if there are no tokens)

start.!
 
Furthermore, the tunneling applies across multiple adjacent closing elements. For example, if the
command closes with a form like 

<token>.];}! 

the last token is delimited like this

<tokenN>!

Any form that does not intend delimiter tunnel through is written with an empty non-literal identifier at 
the position you wish to block like this:

{<token>.}<>!

which means

<token1>.<token2>...<tokenN>.!

You can think of the empty identifier as acting like a barrier or stop which prevents tunnel through.

White Space Characters

In SCICL, space, tab, and newline are considered white space and have no special meaning. SCICL 
does, however, follow some rules for handling them. 

If used after delimiters (before identifiers) the command parser ignores white space. If used in the 
middle of  an identifier, the space, tab, and newline characters are part of the identifier. You should feel 
free to use white space in these two positions to make commands easier to read.

SCICL does not permit space, tab, and newline characters before delimiters (after identifiers), and you 
should generally avoid using them in that position
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Escape Character

In some instances, it is useful to embed SCICL control characters (for example, delimiters) in a 
command without treating them as such. For example, some commands have tokens or lines that are 
themselves commands. The backslash escape character permits this. A backslash in front of any 
character causes the parser to ignore any control function that the character might normally have. 

The escape character itself and all of the delimiters may be escaped. Escapes may also be nested to 
more than one level. For example, the following string illustrates several levels of escape:

Base string = test!
Escaped once  = test\!
Escaped twice = test\\\!
Escaped 3 times = test\\\\\\\!

 
(The shorthand tunneling convention described earlier does not apply when a delimiter of an enclosed 
element is escaped.) 

One important property to note about escape is that if a string is fully unescaped, then unescaping it one 
more time has no effect and leaves the original string unchanged. In others words, it is perfectly okay 
(but a slight waste of time) to unescape a string that has no escaped characters in it.

SCICL Command Format

A SCICL command contains several parts arranged in order. These are (in order):

A token that identifies a target node
A token that identifies a target device on the target node
A token that identifies a command
A list of tokens or lines that contain any command parameters 

Using the above shorthand definitions, a typical command has the form:

 <node_name>.<device_name>.<command_name>{.<command_parameter_token>}!

or sometimes

<node_name>.<device_name>.<command_name>{;<command_parameter_line>}!

In some cases (such as the send command used by com devices and commands that use a return target) 
the command parameter is itself a series of tokens that form all or part of another command.

Naming Conventions

You are free to name nodes and devices anything you want as long as you don't use the four control 
characters . ; ! \ and also observe the rules for white space.

The Scissio Command Language uses a camel case convention for command names and other 
identifiers which it defines - that is: identifiers always start with a small letter, multiple words in a 
name are concatenated without spaces, and the first letter of each word is a capital letter. The following 
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are examples of Scissio defined command identifiers:

send  state  setState  config  setConfig  

Numbers

With a few exceptions, SCICL commands use hex format positive integers that are 8 digits or less.  

SCICL is strictly case sensitive. The only exception to this is that when writing numbers you can use 
either upper or lower case characters. For example, 

f0e93 is the same number as F0E93 or F0e93.

Internally, the Scissio software always generates numbers using lower case characters.

Default Identifiers

Some SCICL commands allow you to leave one or more identifiers or token positions blank. A blank or 
default identifier is marked by a token delimiter with no characters or only white space characters in 
front of it. 

If SCICL allows an empty token at a certain position, it will assume a default value if you don't specify 
one. Some devices have a default command which they will execute if you leave the command name 
blank. Some allow you to leave command parameters to default. All commands allow a default node 
name and device name as explained in the following section on qnames.

For example, you might abbreviate the command

..eth1.send..exec.new.CIomEth.eth1!

to

..eth1...exec.new.CIomEth.eth1!

In this case, the original command has already defaulted both the source and target node names. Since 
the default command for com devices is send, the second command is equivalent to but further 
abbreviates the original.

Qnames

Commands begin with a node name and a device name. In almost every instance, when you identify a 
particular device, you must specify both the node and the device. This combination is so important that 
we give it a special name and call it a qname. You can think of qname as short for 'fully qualified 
name'. The qname format is:

<qname> = <node_name>.<device_name>

It is perfectly acceptable and frequently necessary to default either the node or device or both parts of a 
qname like this:

To indicate the local node .<device_name>
To indicate the local device <node_name>.<>
To indicate the local node and device .<>

When leaving any identifiers to default, always remember that while you can leave the identifiers 
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blank, you must always include the full complement of delimiters since they are what identify the 
empty positions.

Common Commands

Common to All Devices

&[.<escaped_command_list>]!

& is the device dispatch command. Dispatch causes the device to unescape <escaped_command_list> 
and then dispatch the resulting commands.

Scissio nodes use the dispatch command internally for may purposes, however, one common use is to 
deliver a group of commands as a bundle to a particular node and device and then dispatch them locally 
from the target node. This avoids separately dispatching a group of commands from one node to 
another over a Scissio network, and guarantees that the entire group will execute contiguously and in 
sequence on the target node. 

setConfig.<configuration>!

setConfig sets a device's configuration. The format of  <configuration>  varies by device. The 
commands setConfig, config, and clone all handle configuration information for a device, but the 
format for each command also varies.  

config.<target>!

config appends device configuration information to <target> and then dispatches it as a command. The 
general format for the commands that config dispatches is:

<target><configuration>!

<target> is typically the preamble to a command that lacks parameters. These are supplied by the 
appended portion. A typical format for <target> is:

<node>.<device>.<command>.<>

Note that <target> ends with a token delimiter and there is no tunnel through. This is always the case 
since the command is incomplete and the device appends additional tokens.

<configuration> varies by device but always begins with standard information as follows:

<configuration> = <node>.<device>.<type>.<flags>.<other_configuration>.

where <node>.<device> is the device qname, <type> is the device type (for example CIomEth) and 
<flags> is a hexadecimal integer that carries information about device behavior. The node uses the flags 
internally for various purposes. 

clone.<target>!

clone appends an escaped command to <target> that will exactly reproduce the device, and then 
dispatches the result as a command. clone is similar to config but returns different information. You use 
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config to get information about a device. You use clone to reproduce configurations. The general 
format for the commands that clone dispatches is:

<target><escaped_clone_command>!

The format of (unescaped) clone commands varies by device, but devices generally follow one of two 
patterns. For user devices which you can instantiate yourself:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.<type>.<configuration>!

For native and other devices which you can only configure but cannot instantiate:

<clone_command> = .<device>.setConfig.<configuration>!

setState.<state>!

setState sets the device state. State is a positive integer expressed as up to 8 hex format digits. The 
precise behavior of setState varies by device. Some devices don't use setState and the command does 
nothing.

state.<target>!

state appends the device state expressed as up to 8 hex format digits to <target> and then dispatches the 
result as a command. For devices that don't use device state, state dispatches hex 0. The format for the 
command that state dispatches is:

<target><state>!

setSources[.<escaped_sources_list>]!

setSources causes the device to unescape <escaped_sources_list> and then use the result to set its 
sources list. This action overwrites any previous list that may have been extant before executing the 
command.

A device's sources list is a list of commands that the device dispatches at regular intervals. These 
commands typically refresh the sinks lists of other devices so that they will regularly send back 
information. While the sources list is typically intended to maintain sinks, it can also hold arbitrary 
commands.

setSinks[.<escaped_sinks_list>]!

setSinks causes the device to unescape <escaped_sinks_list> and then use the result to update its sinks 
list. 

A device's sinks list is a list of commands that it sends out whenever there is a state change. Each of 
these commands is called a sink. 

Unlike setSources which overwrites the sources list, setSinks only refreshes or adds commands to the 
sinks list. The sinks list is self cleaning. That is to say, if a setSinks command does not refresh one of 
the sinks within a certain time, the device will drop it from the list. 
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setMaintain[.<escaped_sinks_list>]!

setMaintain performs a similar function to setSinks with the one difference that also sends out the sink 
commands immediately without waiting for a state change. Issuing the command

setMaintain!

without specifying any sinks forces a device to dispatch its sinks commands without affecting the sinks 
list. 

setLogTo[.<target>]!

setLogTo sets a target for all devices on the node to despatch duplicate copies of commands to. Setting 
the log target provides a mechanism for logging all message traffic that passes through a node. When 
<target> is a non empty string, devices dispatch their commands as normal as well as a duplicate that is 
prepended with the target and source information in the form:

<target><source_qname> - <command>!

A typical logging command to direct a node's message traffic back to the host log window is

setLogTo.host.ui.log.!

Issuing the command

setLogTo!

without any target turns logging off. You can set only one log target on a node, but you can set it by 
using the setLogTo command for any of the node's devices. 

Common to All Com Terminal Devices

send.<send_string>! or .<send_string>!

send puts the payload <send_string> out over its communication link to whatever node is attached at 
the far end. In the case of ethernet, the far node could be at the other end of the local ethernet cable, or, 
in the case of a more extended network, halfway around the world at the other end of the TCP/IP 
connection.

The device at the far end is always another compatible com device or possibly a user developed device 
that knows how to interpret the Scissio Command Language. If the far device is another Scissio com 
device, it will interpret <send_string> as a SCICL command and dispatch it.  This will either result in 
some device on the far node executing <send_string> as a command, or in one of the far node's com 
devices forwarding it on unchanged.

farDevice.<target>! 

farDevice appends the qname of the connected com device to <target> and then dispatches it as a 
command. If the link is down and there is no far device, appends a blank qname instead. For example:

If link is up, dispatches <target><far_node>.<far_com_device>! 

If link is down, dispatches <target>.!
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reset!

This is the controller type node “soft reset” command. While common to all com terminal devices, this 
command has no effect on host nodes running the Node Manager. 

On controller type nodes that use CIomUsb or CIomEth devices, the reset command causes the node to 
set it's common memory, and then jump to the boot loader software. (The common memory is a small 
part of memory reserved for the boot loader and the application or normal operating firmware to 
exchange critical information such as the node name). 

After a soft reset, the node will continue running the boot loader until one of several possible events 
causes it to jump back to the application firmware. A jump to either the boot loader or operating 
firmware starts running from scratch and re-establishes all the processor peripheral settings as well as 
dynamic software structures in memory. 

Once you have issued a soft reset, you can restart the application firmware (if it is physically present in 
the flash memory) in one of three ways:

1. By sending a start application command to the boot loader. The boot loader start application 
command is:

<node>.s!

(Boot loader commands do not use device names).

2. By issuing a hardReset command to the connected CHostUsb device on the host node. This 
method is only viable if the node is directly connect to a host Mac over usb. See the CHostUsb 
section below for a more complete description of the hardReset command.

3. By power cycling the node.

lcTx!

lcTx causes the com terminal device to compose and send a link check command to the far device over 
its communication link. Scissio nodes use link check commands to verify that network connections are 
up and running. Com devices send out a link check command to their far counterparts every few 
seconds. The outgoing link check command has the following format:

..lcRx.<node>.<device>!

The node and device name at the beginning of the command are defaulted which indicates to the far 
device that the target for the command is itself. The <node>.<device> qname at the end of the 
command identifies the sending com device.

The com terminal devices perform link checking automatically, and lcTx is not typically a user 
command.

lcRx.<node>.<device>!

lcRx is the link checking command. A com terminal device that dispatches this command to itself from 
a active communication link interprets the <node>.<device> qname as identifying the node and name 
of the connected com device. Com devices consider a link to be down unless they receive this 
command at least every few seconds.
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As with lcTx, link checking is automatic, and lcRx is not typically a user command.

Common to Relay Devices

setInput.[<on_function>].[<on_value>].[<off_function>].[<off_value>].<state>!

The relay types incorporate functions of CSuite to allow direct connections of input devices in order to 
turn the relay on and off. The relay types include CRelay1, CRelay2, and CEventTimer. Input devices 
such as switches that are connected to a relay type use the setInput command to set the device's state, 
and setInput performs an action very similar to setState. 

If the relay is supporting multiple input devices, they may all be the same type of device and use the 
same setInput command to operate it, or they may be different and use different commands. Relays 
support the mixing and matching of different types of input devices using different setInput commands.

Relays queue each setInput command in the order that they arrive and respond to each one in turn. As a 
result, if two input devices direct the device to take opposite actions approximately at the same time, it 
will perform both actions, one after another, in whatever order events dictate.

The setInput command can specify two operating functions for a relay. These each consist of a function 
specifier and a value. The first operating function defines the conditions for turning the device on, and 
the second specifies the conditions for turning the device off. The <state> token carries the input device 
state. When <state> satisfies the on condition, the device turns on, and likewise when <state> satisfies 
the off condition, the device turns off. In the case of CEventTimer, on corresponds to run, and off 
corresponds to off. Both operating functions can also specify a toggle operation instead of an on or off 
operation.

In order to accommodate input devices such as sensors which can take on negative values, 
CRelayDevice performs magnitude comparisons based on treating values including state as signed 2s 
complement integers. If you leave either a function specifier or a value to default, the associated 
operating function is considered null, and the relay does nothing.

The <on_function> token can be any of the following:

on= turn the relay on if the input state equals the on value
on>= turn the relay on if the input state is greater than or equal to the on value
on< turn the relay on if the input state is less than the on value
tog= toggle the relay if the input state equals the on value

The <off_function> token can be any of the following:

off= turn the relay off if the input state equals the off value
off>= turn the relay off if the input state is greater than or equal to the off value
off< turn the relay off if the input state is less than the off value
tog= toggle the relay if the input state equals the off value

In the case of a simple switch and many other input devices, there is typically only a single setInput 
command that implements the connection to a relay device. For example, the command that the switch 
sends might be of the form

<node>.<relay>.setInput.on=.1.off=.0.<switch_state>!

This command turns the relay on if the switch state is on (has a state of 1) and turns the relay device off 
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if the switch state is off. It is possible to set the relay to respond to multiple on conditions by using 
more than one setInput command for the same input device, however this generally only makes sense 
for the on=, off=, and tog= functions. For an analog sensor, it is only possible to set the relay to respond 
on or off above and below a set point with hysteresis. To set a response to a range or a group of ranges, 
use a CSuite device to control the relay.

setConnects.{<input_node>.<input_device>.[<on_function>].[<on_value>].[<off_function>].
[<off_value>][.raw|fp[.signal|maintain]];}!

The setConnects command specifies a list of the input source devices to connect to the relay together 
with their associated operating functions. Any input device that you specify in the connections list will 
automatically connect to the relay using a setInput command. You can specify the on and off operating 
functions for each connection in the list using the same tokens defined above for the setInput 
command. Other tokens in the connection list have the following meaning:

raw state values for the connection are in raw integer format (default token value)
fp state values for the connection are in floating point (sensor) format 
signal  the connection is non-maintained (default token value)
maintain the connection is maintained

connects.<target>!

The connects command appends the relay input connections list to <target> and dispatches the result as 
a command. The format of the command that connects dispatches is:

<target>{<input_node>.<input_device>.[<on_function>].[<on_value>].
[<off_function>].[<off_value>][.raw|fp[.signal|maintain]];}!

Com Devices

CHostVcp

The CHostVcp type is a com terminal device that supports the host side of a usb communications link 
using the FTDI virtual com port (vcp) driver. There can be more than one depending on how many 
Scissio nodes the host is connected to over usb. The CVcpEnumerator device automatically enumerates 
and creates new instances of the CHostVcp type. There is no exec.new command that would permit 
you to create an instance yourself. You can rename an instance. You can also delete an instance, but the 
enumerator will quickly instantiate a new one to replace it.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig:

<configuration> = <device>.

For config:

 <configuration> = <node>.<device>.CHostVcp.<flags>.
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Common Commands

CHostVcp devices support the commands common to all devices and also those common to all com 
terminal devices.  The common command clone has no effect.

CHostUsb

The CHostUsb type is a com terminal device that supports the host side of a usb communications link 
using the FTDI D2XX driver function library. There can be more than one depending on how many 
Scissio nodes the host is connected to over usb. The CUsbEnumerator device automatically enumerates 
and creates new instances of the CHostUsb type. There is no exec.new command that would permit you 
to create an instance yourself. You can rename an instance. You can also delete an instance, but the 
enumerator will quickly instantiate a new one to replace it.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig:

<configuration> = <device>.

For config:

 <configuration> = <node>.<device>.CHostUsb.<flags>.

Common Commands

CHostUsb devices support the commands common to all devices and also those common to all com 
terminal devices.  The common command clone has no effect.

hardReset!

This command should more appropriately be called “far hard reset” or “connected hard reset” as it 
applies not the local node, but to the connected node. CHostUsb can issue a hard reset because the 
FTDI D2XX driver has functions (which the VCP driver lacks) that operate output pins on the far usb 
communications chip to effect the reset as if someone were physically pushing a button on the far node. 

A hard reset causes the connected node to restart in a manner very similar to the way it starts after a 
power up. In general, unless there is no firmware loaded into flash memory, the boot loader will start 
first, and then, in turn, it will immediately start the application firmware. 

CIomUsb

The CIomUsb type is a com terminal device that supports the controller side of a usb communications 
link to a host Mac. The controller node executive maintains a single native instance named usb. There 
is no exec.new command that would permit you to create an instance yourself.

Configuration Formats

For config:
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 <configuration> = <node>.usb.CIomUsb.<flags>.

Common Commands

CIomUsb devices support the commands common to all devices and also those common to all com 
terminal devices.  The setState, state, setConfig, and clone commands are not used. In particular, you 
cannot rename the CIomUsb device. 

CHostEth, CIomEth

The CHostEth and CIomEth types are both com terminal devices that support ethernet communications 
links. The only difference between the two is that the CHostEth type runs on a management host Mac 
while the CIomEth type runs on a controller io module. TCP/IP connections over ethernet are always 
between a client terminal on one end and a server terminal at the other. The ethernet terminal devices 
can act in either role, however, you can only create instances of client devices. The CHostEthServer 
and CIomEthServer types automatically create instances of server terminal devices in response to client  
connection requests.   

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <device>.
<src_ip_address>.
<dest_ip_address>.
<dest_port>.

For config:

 <configuration> = <node>.<device>.CHostEth|CIomEth.<flags>.
client|server.
<src_ip_address>.
<dest_ip_address>.

 <dest_port>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CHostEth|CIomEth.<device>.
<src_ip_address>.
<dest_ip_address>.
<dest_port>.

The identifiers above have the following format and meaning:

<src_ip_address> IPv4 source address in hex format of the local network interface to use
<dest_ip_address> IPv4 address in hex format of the far network interface
<dest_port> port number in hex format of the far network interface
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Common Commands

The CHostEth and CIomEth devices support the commands common to all devices and also those 
common to all com terminal devices.  The setState and state commands are not used.

CVcpEnumerator, CUsbEnumerator

CIomEthNI

There are two instances of  CIomEthNI on a controller. These are permanent native com devices named 
ethNIA and ethNIB. One is associated with each Wisnet W5200 ethernet chip and physical network 
interface on the io module. 

Configuration Formats

For setConfig:

<configuration> = [<mac_address>].
<gateway_address>.
<subnet_mask>.
<src_ip_address>.

For config:

 <configuration> = <node>.ethNIA|ethNIB.CIomEthNI.<flags>.
[<mac_address>].
<gateway_address>.
<subnet_mask>.
<src_ip_address>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .ethNIA|ethNIB.setConfig.
[<mac_address>].
<gateway_address>.
<subnet_mask>.
<src_ip_address>!

The identifiers above have the following format and meaning:

<mac_address> mac address in hex format of the network interface
<gateway_address> IPv4 address in hex format of the local gateway
<subnet_mask> IPv4 address mask in hex format of the local subnet
<src_ip_address> IPv4 source address associated with the network interface

Common Commands

The CEthNI devices support the commands common to all devices. The setState and state commands 
are not used.
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writeReg.<address>.<value>!

Writes byte <value> to the location <address> in the Wiznet W5200 ethernet chip. <value> is a 2 digit 
hexadecimal number and  <address> is a 4 digit hexadecimal number.

readReg.<address>.<target>!

Reads the byte contents of location <address> in the Wiznet W5200 ethernet chip, appends it to 
<target> and dispatches the result as a command. <address> is a 4 digit hexadecimal number.

setMac.<mac_address>!

Sets the network interface mac (media access control) address to <mac_address> in the Wiznet W5200 
ethernet chip. <mac_address> is a 12 digit hexadecimal number representing the 6 bytes in a mac 
address. You can also set the mac address byte by byte using the writeReg command (see the W5200 
data sheet).

CHostEthServer, CIomEthServer

The CHostEthServer and CIomEthServer types listen on a particular network interface for TCP client 
connection requests and manage server end terminal devices. The first type runs on a host Mac while 
the second type runs on a controller. 

Once a connection request is made, the server automatically instantiates a CHostEth or CIomEth server 
end terminal device and establishes a TCP/IP connection to the client. The server devices keep track of 
the server end terminal devices that they deploy and delete them when connections are terminated.

To indicate which network interface a server should listen on, you configure a server with an IP listen 
address to match the IP address of one of the network interfaces available on the node. Similarly, you 
also specify what port to listen on. 

In the case of a host, an IP address of 0.0.0.0 will listen on all available network interface addresses, 
and a port number of 0 will request a software assigned listen port. (We suggest that you avoid using 
the port assign feature and use the Scissio default listen port number 28,672, or else explicitly specify 
an alternate).  A host side server device can deploy up to 16 server end terminal devices.

In the case of a controller you must explicitly specify both an IP listen address and port number. The IP 
address should match the address of one of the network interface devices, either ethNIA or ethNIB. The 
number of terminal devices (both client and server) that a controller can support on one of its network 
interfaces is 8, so server devices associated with a single network interface can deploy up to 8 server 
end terminal devices if there are no client devices.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <device>.<listen_address>.<listen_port>.

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.<device>.CHostEthServer|CIomEthServer.<flags>.
<listen_address>.
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<listen_port>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CHostEthServer|CIomEthServer.
<device>.
<listen_address>.
<listen_port>!

The identifiers above have the following format and meaning:

<listen_address> IPv4 source address in hex format associated with the NI to listen on
<listen_port> source port number in hex format to listen for.

Common Commands

The CHostEthServer and CIomEthServer devices support the commands common to all devices. The 
setState and state commands are not used.

CRouter

The CRouter type is responsible for maintaining a node's routing table and local time. Every node has 
one instance of CRouter named router. 

Configuration Formats

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.router.CRouter.<flags>.

State Values

For state:

<state> = <version> (the device state is the routing table version)

Common Commands

The CRouter type supports the commands common to all devices. The setConfig, setState, and clone 
commands are not used.

nodes.<target>!

This command is identical to the exec.nodes command. 

nodeRecords.<target>!

nodeRecords is similar to the nodes command but dispatches a node list that includes more complete 
routing information from the local routing table. The format for the commands that nodeRecords 
dispatches is:

<target><version>;{<node>.<node_type>.<com_to>.<hops_to>;}!
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where <com_to> is the best com device to use for communications to <node> and <hops_to> is the 
number of node to node communication links that a packet will have to traverse to get there.

findComTo.<node>.<target>!

findComTo identifies the qname of a com terminal device (either usb or ethernet) that is immediately 
connected to <node>, appends it to <target>, and then dispatches the result as a command. If there is 
more than one valid communication link to <node>, findComTo identifies the best one. The format for 
the command findComTo dispatches is:

<target><node>.<device>!

setTime.<weight>.<year>.<month>.<day>.<weekday>.<hour>.<minute>.<second>!

setTime sets a Scissio io module's date and time. Router devices running on management host nodes do 
not respond to this command. Since there is always some question about the reliability of any time 
source, the CRouter device makes a judgement about whether or not to act in response to a setTime 
command. In general, if <weight> is a large number, the device will set the node's time from the 
command. If <weight> is a small number, the device may ignore the command. CRouter devices on 
Scissio io modules will set the local node time unconditionally for any hex format weight of 2 or more.

The date and time parameters for setTime are in decimal format. Ranges for time values are the 
following:

<year> four digits representing the Gregorian year
<month> 1 – 12, January = 1
<day> 1 – 31
<weekday> 1 – 7, Monday = 1
<hour> 0 – 23, Midnight = 0
<minute> 0 – 59
<second> 0 - 59

time.<target>!

time appends the local node date and time to <target> and then dispatches the result as a command. The 
format for the command that time dispatches is:

<target><year>.<month>.<day>.<weekday>.<hour>.<minute>.<second>!

Native Devices

CHost, CIom (executive device)

One CHost or CIom type device named exec runs on every Scissio node and serves as the node 
executive. The only difference between the two is that the CHost type runs on a management host Mac 
while the CIom type runs on a controller. 

Configuration Formats

For setConfig:
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<configuration> = <node>.

For config:

<configuration> =  <node>.exec.CHost|CIom.<flags>.
host|2005_<version>|<future_node_type>.
<software_id>.
<iom_id>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.deleteAll!
.exec.setConfig.<node>!
.exec.setInputModes.<input_modes>!
.exec.setTerms.<input_terminations>!
{<other_device_clone_command>}

The identifiers above have the following meaning:

<version> module assembly version number
<software_id> software and version running on the node
<iom_id> io module serial number (empty string for management hosts)

Common Commands

The CHost and CIom devices support the commands common to all devices. The setState and state 
commands are not used.

nodes.<target>!

nodes appends a node list version number and a list of  all the network nodes that the device knows 
about to <target> and then dispatches the result as a command. The version number is in hex format, 
and the local node increments it every time it makes a change to its node list. The node list is simply a 
list of node names starting with the name of the local node itself. There is a blank token before each 
node in the node list. This is a change token which not used. The general format for the commands that 
nodes dispatches is:

<target><version>;{.<node>;}!

devices.[<filter>].<target>!

devices appends a device list version number and a list of  all the devices on the node that match the 
filter criteria to <target> and then dispatches the result as a command. The version number is in hex 
format, and the node increments it every time it makes a change to its device list. The device list entries  
include the device name, its type and state. There are two blank tokens in each entry in the device list. 
The first is a change token and the second is a flags token. Neither of these are used.The general format 
for the commands that devices dispatches is:

<target><version>;{.<device>.<type>..<state>;}!
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You can construct <filter> to exclude devices from the list by ORing together bits that correspond to 
the device flags. Any bit that you set will exclude devices that have the corresponding flag set. Some 
useful filter values are the following:

0400 exclude system devices
0200 exclude ui dialog devices

    0100 exclude user devices
0080 exclude com devices
0040 exclude native devices

 0020 exclude constant name devices
0008 exclude permanent devices
0004 exclude non-static (updating) devices
0002 exclude devices in the update map

changes.<target>!

changes appends a device list version number and a list of  all the devices on the node that have 
changed to <target> and then dispatches the result as a command. The version number is in hex format, 
and the node increments it every time it makes a change to its device list. The device list entries include  
a change type indicator, the device name, type, flags, and state. The general format for the commands 
that changes dispatches is:

<target><version>;{<change_type>.<device>.<type>.<flags>.<state>;}!

There are two change types and they have the following meaning:

+ the device has been added to the device map, or has changed state
- the device has been deleted from the device map

types.<target>!

types appends a list of  all the device types that are available for instantiation on the node to <target> 
and then dispatches the result as a command. The general format for the commands that types 
dispatches is:

<target>{<type>;}!

new.<type>.<configuration>!

new is the workhorse command of the executive device. It directs the executive to instantiate a new 
device of the specified type and configuration. The format of <configuration> varies by device type, 
but normally begins with a device name followed by other configuration parameters. The Configuration 
Formats section for each device defines the parameters you can use with new. (If there is no format 
listed for exec.new, then you can't instantiate it yourself). To learn what types an executive can 
instantiate, use the types command described above. To see what devices are instantiated on a node, use 
the devices command.
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delete.<device>!

delete removes the device named <device> from the set of instantiated user devices. Attempting to 
delete a permanent device or user device (such as the CIomUsb type) managed automatically by the 
node has no effect.

deleteAll!

deleteAll removes all deletable devices from the node. Since new and delete make incremental changes  
to the node configuration, it is a good practice to send deleteAll before loading any completely new 
configuration. This prevents the new configuration from simply adding to or modifying the currently 
active configuration. You may notice that the active page which you can display in the CProm dialog 
always begins with deleteAll. 

setTerms.<values>! (CIom only)

setTerms sets the voltage termination values (high or low) for the controller inputs. setTerms is a 
convenience command that allows you to set all the terminations at once instead of sending a separate 
setState command to each CTerm type device. <values> is a list of tokens, one for each of the ten 
native CTerm devices, in the following format:

<values> = <t0>.<t1>.<t8>.<t9>.<t16>.<t17>.<t24>.<t25>.<tx0>.<tx8>

and

<tn> = [0 | 1]

where

0 = pull down to GND
1 = pull up to VB
default (empty token) = do not set the termination

terms.<target>! (CIom only)

terms appends a list of  all the termination values to <target> and then dispatches the result as a 
command. The termination order and values (0 and 1) are as defined above. The general format for the 
commands that terms dispatches is:

<target>{<value>.}!
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setInputModes.<values>! (CIom only)

setInputModes sets the input operating mode for all the controller inputs. Like setTerms, 
setInputModes is a convenience command that allows you to set all the input modes at once instead of 
sending a separate setConfig command to each CInput type device. <values> is a list of tokens, one for 
each of the 32 native CInput devices, in the following format:

<values> = <i0>.<i1>...<i31>.<ix0>.<ix2>...<ix14>

and

<in> = [0 | 1 | 2]

where

0 = digital mode
1 = analog mode
2 = differential analog mode
default (empty token) = do not set the mode

inputModes.<target>! (CIom only)

inputModes appends a list of  all the input mode values to <target> and then dispatches the result as a 
command. The input mode order and values (0, 1, 2) are as defined above. The general format for the 
commands that terms dispatches is:

<target>{<value>.}!

inputs.<target>! (CIom only)

inputs appends a list of  all the input state values to <target> and then dispatches the result as a 
command. The input state order is as defined above for setInputModes. The general format for the 
commands that terms dispatches is:

<target>{<value>.}!

If the input mode is digital, the value will be 0 or 1. If the input mode is analog or differential analog, 
the value will be an integer between 0 and 1023 in hex format that represents the analog input value.
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setOutputs.<values>! (CIom only)

setOutputs sets the output state for all the controller outputs. setOutputs is a convenience command that  
allows you to set all the outputs at once instead of sending a separate setState command to each 
COutput type device. <values> is a list of tokens, one for each of the 16 native COutput devices, in the 
following format:

<values> = <out0>.<out1>...<out15>

and

<outn> = [0 | 1 | 2 | 3]

where

0 = drive to GND
1 = drive to VB
2 = drive to a high impedance state
default (empty token) = do not set the output

outputs.<target>! (CIom only)

outputs appends a list of  all the output state values to <target> and then dispatches the result as a 
command. The output order and values (0, 1, 2) are as defined above. The general format for the 
commands that terms dispatches is:

<target>{<value>.}!

setDefault! (CIom only)

setDefault sets the default node configuration, erases prom, and writes the default node boot page.

CUi

The CUi type implements the Node Manager user interface. Management host nodes have one instance 
of CUi named ui.

Configuration Formats

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.ui.CUi.<flags>.

Common Commands

The CUi type supports the commands common to all devices. The setConfig, state, and clone 
commands are not used.

log.<log_string>!

log writes <log_string> to the prom dialog log window in blue italic text. You can set

<target> = <node>.ui.log. 
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for commands that you wish to have dispatched back to the log window.

logBlack.<log_string>!

logBlack writes <log_string> to the prom dialog log window in black normal text. The prom dialog 
uses logBlack to log a copy of all commands that you dispatch using send from the prom dialog 
command window.

nodes.<version>;{.<node>;}!

nodes updates the nodes listed in the Node Manager main window from its {.<node>;} list parameter if 
<version> indicates a change from the list that the Node Manager is currently displaying. nodes is not 
normally a user command.

devices.<node>.<version>;{[<change>].<device>.<type>.[<flags>].[<state>];}!

devices updates the devices listed in the Node Manager main window under <node> from its 
{[<change>].<device>.<type>.[<flags>].[<state>];} list parameter if <version> indicates a change from 
the list that the Node Manager is currently displaying. devices is not normally a user command.

setCommandDir.<directory>!

setCommandDir sets the absolute path to the directory for the Node Manager to use when looking for 
.scm command files. The prom dialog uses the command directory as the default path when opening or 
saving the contents of the command window.

setFirmwareDir.<directory>!

setFirmwareDir sets the absolute path to the directory for the Node Manager to use when looking for 
.hex firmware files. The uploader dialog uses the firmware directory as the default path for files that it 
lists as candidates for firmware upload.

setState.<state>!

In the CUi type, setState replaces the normal device setState command. This command writes <state> 
to the prom dialog log window using blue italic text. setState is intended for debugging purposes and 
allows dispatches from various device types such as CSuite to be directed to the prom dialog log 
window.

CHostProm, CIomProm

One CHostProm or CIomProm type device named prom runs on every Scissio node and implements 
non-volatile memory for storing node configuration information. The only difference between the two 
is that the CHostProm type runs on a management host Mac while the CIomProm type runs on a 
controller io module.

Configuration Formats

For config:
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<configuration> = <node>.prom.CHostProm|CIomProm.<flags>.

State Values

For setState:

<state> = <page> sets the device state to read from <page> and dispatch

where <page> is in hex format. The setState command initiates a read and is equivalent to the 
command read.<page>....&.!

For state:

<state> = <page> indicates device state is reading <page>
<state> = FE indicates device state is idle
<state> = FF indicates device state is writing

Common Commands

The CHostProm and CIomProm types support the commands common to all devices. The setConfig 
and clone commands are not used.

write.<page>.<text>!

The write command places <text> in memory at a location reserved for <page>. In memory, each page 
ends with a ! command delimiter just like a command. In fact, the read command is simply an order to 
dispatch a particular page as a command. A consequence of this is that <text> should not include any ! 
characters unless they are escaped. Since the information stored in a typical memory page is usually a 
configuration that consist of a list of commands each ending with a ! delimiter, <text> usually consists 
of an escaped command list. 

For both CHostProm and CIomProm, page 0 is the boot page, and the node executive automatically 
reads and dispatches it on startup. 

Valid page numbers for CHostProm have hex values 0 through F, and while they may be any size it is 
good practice for portability to limit the sizes to the values given below for the CIomProm type. Valid 
page numbers for CIomProm are also 0 through F and may range in size up to 4096 bytes each. 

The following is a list of CIomProm pages together with its physical location (on the io module or 
mother board):

Page Location                                             
0 iom (boot page)
1 iom
: :
7 iom

8 mb
9 mb
: :
F mb
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read.<page>[.<target>]!

read appends the text stored at <page> to <target> and then dispatches the result as a command. The 
format for the command that read dispatches is:

<target><text>!

A common target to specify for a read is ...&. which is the prom device's own dispatch command (see 
the & command). The effect is to unescape <text> into its component commands and then dispatch 
them.

CBreaker

The CBreaker type is the device driver for the controller circuit breaker. Every controller has one 
instance of CBreaker named breaker. The circuit breaker trips if the total module supply current ever 
exceeds about 2 amps. 

Configuration Formats

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.breaker.CBreaker.<flags>.

State Values

For setState:

<state> = 6 sets the device state to tripped
<state> = 7 sets the device state to untripped

For state:

<state> = 6 indicates the device state is tripped
<state> = 7 indicates the device state is untripped

Common Commands

The CBreaker type supports the commands common to all devices. The setConfig and clone commands 
are not used.

CAutoBreaker

The CAutoBreaker type manages the operation of the controller CBreaker type. The difference between 
the two types is that the CBreaker type merely controls the circuit breaker hardware. The 
CAutoBreaker operates through CBreaker and whenever possible, in the absence of fault conditions, 
actively attempts to keep the circuit breaker reset to an untripped state. Controllers have one instance of  
CAutoBreaker named autoBreaker.

Configuration Formats

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.autoBreaker.CAutoBreaker.<flags>.
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State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 sets the device state to off
<state> = 5 sets the device to operate automatically

For state:

<state> = 0 indicates the device state is off
<state> = 6 indicates the device state is tripped
<state> = 7 indicates the device state is untripped

Common Commands

The CAutoBreaker type supports the commands common to all devices. The setConfig and clone 
commands are not used.

CFaultLed

The CFaultLed type is the device driver for the controller io module red led. Controllers have one 
instance of CFaultLed named faultLed. 

Configuration Formats

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.faultLed.CFaultLed.<flags>.

State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 sets the device state to off
<state> = 1 sets the device state to on

For state:

<state> = 0 indicates the device state is off
<state> = 1 indicates the device state is on

Common Commands

The CFaultLed type supports the commands common to all devices. The setConfig and clone 
commands are not used.

CFaultMonitor

The CFaultMonitor type monitors controller fault status and operates the CFaultLed type. Controllers 
have one instance of CFaultMonitor named faultMonitor.
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Configuration Formats

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.faultMonitor.CFaultMonitor.<flags>.

State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 sets the device state to off
<state> = 5 sets the device to operate automatically

For state:

<state> = 0 indicates the device state is off
<state> = 8 indicates the device state is fault
<state> = 9 indicates the device state is okay

Common Commands

The CFaultMonitor type supports the commands common to all devices. The setConfig and clone 
commands are not used.

CTermination

The CTermination type is the device driver for controller input terminations. There are 10 
CTermination instances on an controller, and each one controls the termination value (either high or 
low) for a group of 4 inputs. The termination instances are named as follows:

Device Name Sets the termination for inputs
term0 in0, in2, in4, in6
term1 in1, in3, in5, in7
term8 in8, in10, in12, in14
term9 in9, in11, in13, in15
term16 in16, in18, in20, in22
term17 in17, in19, in21, in23
term24 in24, in26, in28, in30
term25 in25, in27, in29, in31
termX0 inX0, inX2, inX4, inX6
termX8 inX8, inX10, inX12, inX14

You may notice that the inputs are interleaved between terminations. The reason for this is that it allows 
you to set opposite terminations for odd and even input pairs. This can be useful when you are using 
the pair for a differential analog input. 

Configuration Formats

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.term<number>.CTermination.<flags>.
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State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 sets the device state to low
<state> = 1 sets the device state to high

For state:

<state> = 0 indicates the device state is low
<state> = 1 indicates the device state is high

Common Commands

The CTermination type supports the commands common to all devices. The setConfig and clone 
commands are not used.

CInput

The CInput type is the controller input device driver. There are 40 native CInput instances on a 
controller 32 of which are named in0 – in31, and 8 more are named inX0 – inX14 (with even numbers). 
One CInput device supports each input terminal (or pair of terminals in the case of differential analog). 

You can set a CInput type to operate in one of three modes. These are named dig, an, and dAn. The 
mode you set determines what type of value the state command will dispatch. For example, if you set 
the mode to be dig, the state command will dispatch a 0 or 1 that corresponds to the state of the input 
terminal. If you set the mode to be an or dAn, the state command will dispatch a hex value that 
corresponds to the voltage at the input terminal. 

The mode only affects the state command. In addition to state, there are three additional dedicated 
commands that dispatch state regardless of the mode. These commands are also named dig, an, and 
dAn.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig:

<configuration> = <mode>.

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.in<number>.CInput.<flags>.<mode>.<pri_term>.<sec_term>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .in<number>.setConfig.<mode>!

The identifiers above have the following format and meaning:

<mode> = dig|an|dAn indicates the operating mode (digital, analog, or differential)
<pri_term> = 0|1 indicates the state of the primary termination 
<sec_term> = 0|1|<blank> indicates the state of the secondary termination. 

The secondary termination only applies when using the input for differential analog in which 
case the even or lower numbered input is the negative input and is associated with the primary 
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termination while the odd or higher numbered input is the positive input and is associated with 
the secondary termination.

State Values

For state (digital mode):

<state> = 0 indicates the device state is low
<state> = 1 indicates the device state is high

For state (analog or differential analog mode):

<state> = <value>

<value> is the conversion result from the analog to digital converter. In can range from hex 0 to 
400 for voltages at the input terminal of from 0 to 13.2 volts. Only even numbered CInput 
instances in the group in0 – in31 support differential analog mode. If operating in differential 
mode, a terminal pair consists of any even terminal (-) together with the following odd 
numbered terminal (+). The differential voltage is the difference between the odd (+) and even 
(-) terminals.

Common Commands

The CInput type supports the commands common to all devices. The setState command is not used.

dig.<target>!

dig appends the state of the input terminal when treated as a digital input to <target> and then 
dispatches the result as a command. dig always dispatches the digital input state regardless of what 
mode the device is in. The format for the command that dig dispatches is:

<target>0|1!

an.<target>!

an appends the state of the input terminal when treated as an analog input to <target> and then 
dispatches the result as a command. an always dispatches the analog input state regardless of what 
mode the device is in. The format for the command that an dispatches is:

<target><value>!

dAn.<target>!

dAn appends the state of a pair of input terminals when treated as differential analog input to <target> 
and then dispatches the result as a command. dAn always dispatches the analog input state regardless 
of what mode the device is in. The format for the command that dAn dispatches is:

<target><value>!

Only even numbered CInput instances in the group in0 – in31 support the differential analog command. 
A terminal pair consists of the even terminal (-) and the following odd numbered terminal (+). The 
differential voltage is the difference between the odd (+) and even (-) terminals.
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COutput

The COutput type is the controller output device driver. There are 16 native COutput instances on a 
controller which are named out0 – out15. One COutput device supports each output terminal.

Configuration Formats

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.out<number>.COutput.<flags>.

State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 sets the device state to low
<state> = 1 sets the device state to high
<state> = 2 sets the device state to hiZ
<state> = 3 if the device state is low or high, toggles the state to the opposite value

For state:

<state> = 0 indicates the device state is low
<state> = 1 indicates the device state is high
<state> = 2 indicates the device state is hiZ

Common Commands

The COutput type supports the commands common to all devices. The setConfig and clone commands 
are not used.

CVMonitor

The CVMonitor type monitors the controller supply voltage. There is one instance of CVMonitor on a 
controller named vMonitor. 

Configuration Formats

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.vMonitor.CVMonitor.<flags>.

State Values

For state:

<state> = <value>

<value> is a hex number that is about 31.3 times the module supply voltage. Each volt of supply 
corresponds to a value of just over hex 1F. The device can sense supply voltages in the range 
from 0 to 32.7 volts. (The io module power supply operating range is 12 to 24 volts).
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Common Commands

The CVMonitor type supports the commands common to all devices. The setState, setConfig, and 
clone commands are not used.

User Devices

CEventTimer

The CEventTimer type implements an interval timer. You can configure a timer to operate only once, a 
set number of times, or indefinitely using a repeat count. A repeat count of 0 sets the timer to run 
indefinitely. 

A timer can operate in either absolute mode or in elapsed mode. In absolute mode, the timer functions 
like an alarm clock and enters a stopped state whenever the system time matches the timer set time. In 
elapsed mode, the timer enters a stopped state whenever the interval from the last stopped state matches  
the timer set time.

Time matches occur when the set time matches either the absolute or elapsed time. If a set time token is  
left to default (blank) the timer considers it a match to any value. For example, if you set the hour to 11 
and leave all other timer configuration set values blank, the timer will consider it a match to any 
absolute or elapsed time for which the hour is 11. This feature allows you to trigger events based on 
partial matches to times and dates.

At instantiation, a timer is dormant in its stopped state. You can use the setState command to start the 
timer and set it running. The timer will then run until the set timing condition is met and then stop. At 
that point, if the timer is set to repeat, it will start running again (retrigger) immediately after it has 
stopped, and then continue until it has run the number of cycles specified by the repeat count. 

In absolute mode, once the set time matches the absolute time, the the match condition can persist for a 
length of time. When it retriggers, the timer will ignore any match condition that is present at the time 
that it starts. The condition must become false for the timer to respond to a match again and stop. This 
allows the timer to restart immediately after a match regardless of the length of time the match persists.

An event timer can be in only one of three possible states (run, stop, and pause) however you can use 
the setState command with two other state values (resume and repeat) to direct the timer behavior.

The state values for stop and pause are identical in function. The two states permit you to use one value 
(stop) to trigger connected devices while allowing you to use the other value (pause) to temporarily 
suspend the timer without causing any other effect.

The set state value for resume will restart timing from a stopped or paused condition and place the 
timer into the run state without resetting the elapsed time.

The set state values for run and repeat are identical except that setting run resets the repeat cycle count 
to 0 while setting repeat does not. Both produce the device state, run.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <device>.<timer_type>.[<repeat_count>].
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[<year>].[<month>].[<weekday>].[<day>].[<hour>].[<minute>].[<second>].

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.<device>.CEventTimer.<flags>.
<timer_type>.<repeat_count>.
<year>.<month>.<weekday>.<day>.<hour>.<minute>.<second>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CEventTimer.<device>
<timer_type>.<repeat_count>.
<year>.<month>.<weekday>.<day>.<hour>.<minute>.<second>!

State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 stop 
<state> = 1 run 
<state> = 2 pause
<state> = 3 resume 
<state> = 4 repeat
<state> = ffffffff null

For state:

<state> = 0 stop 
<state> = 1 run 
<state> = 2 pause

Common Commands

The CEventTimer type supports the commands common to all devices as well as the commands 
common to relay devices.

times.<target>!

times appends the absolute time, elapsed time, and current repeat count to <target> and dispatches the 
result as a command. The format of the command that function dispatches is:

<target><abs_year>.<abs_month>.<abs_day>.<abs_weekday>.
<abs_hour>.<abs_minute>.<abs_second>.
<el_day>.<el_hour>.<el_minute>.<el_second>.
<current_repeat_count>!
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The date and time tokens are in decimal format. Ranges for time values are the following:

<year> four digits representing the Gregorian year
<month> 1 – 12, January = 1
<day> 1 – 31
<weekday> 1 – 7, Monday = 1
<hour> 0 – 23, Midnight = 0
<minute> 0 – 59
<second> 0 - 59

CSwitch1

The CSwitch1 type implements a driver for single pole single throw switches. This type of switch 
consumes one controller input. 

CSwitch1 devices support software override. This means that a switch device can take its state either 
from the physical input or from an overriding set value. The setState command controls how the switch 
operates. If you send a setState command with a state value of null, then the device operates normally 
and takes its state from the actual physical switch state. If you send a setState command with state 
values of set (5), on (1), or off (0) then the device uses and reports an override set value that may be 
different from the actual switch state.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <device>.<input>.<type>.<set>.

where

<input> is the name of the controller input the physical switch is connected to.

<type> is an integer indicating the switch type as follows:

0 = momentary, normally open contacts
1 = momentary, normally closed contacts
2 = held, normally open contacts
3 = held, normally closed contacts

<set> is a state value to be applied using the setState command.

If a token is defaulted, setConfig makes no change.

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.<device>.CScanTimer.<flags>.<input>.<type>.<set>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CSwitch1.<device>.<input>.<type>.<set>!

State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 set the state to the override value 'off'.
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<state> = 1 set the state to the override value 'on'.
<state> = 5 set the state to an override value equal the physical switch state
<state> = ffffffff (null) set the state from the physical switch state

For state:

<state> = 0 switch is off
<state> = 1 switch is on
<state> = ffffffff The switch is not yet configured (null)

Common Commands

The CSwitch1 type supports the commands common to all devices.

CSwitch2

The CSwitch2 type implements a driver for single pole double throw switches. This type of switch 
consumes two controller inputs. 

CSwitch2 devices support software override. This means that a switch device can take its state either 
from the physical input or from an overriding set value. The setState command controls how the switch 
operates. If you send a setState command with a state value of null, then the device operates normally 
and takes its state from the actual physical switch state. If you send a setState command with state 
values of set (5), neutral (4), on (1), or off (0) then the device uses and reports an override set value that 
may be different from the actual switch state.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <device>.<on_input>.<off_input>.<type>.<set>.

where

<on_input> is the name of the controller input the physical switch on terminal is connected to.
<off_input> is the name of the controller input the physical switch off terminal is connected to.
<type> is an integer indicating the switch type as follows:

0 = momentary, normally open contacts
1 = momentary, normally closed contacts
2 = held, normally open contacts
3 = held, normally closed contacts

<set> is a state value to be applied using the setState command.

If a token is defaulted, setConfig makes no change.

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.<device>.CScanTimer.<flags>.
<on_input>.<off_input>.<type>.<set>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CSwitch2.<device>.<on_input>.<off_input>.<type>.<set>!
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State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 set the state to the override value 'off'.
<state> = 1 set the state to the override value 'on'.
<state> = 4 set the state to the override value 'neutral'.
<state> = 5 set the state to an override value equal the physical switch state
<state> = ffffffff (null) set state from the physical switch state

For state:

<state> = 0 off
<state> = 1 on
<state> = 4 neutral
<state> = ffffffff The switch is not yet configured (null)

Common Commands

The CSwitch2 type supports the commands common to all devices.

CRelay1

The CRelay1 type implements a driver for many types of held (non-latching) and pulsed (latching) 
unipolar relays both with and without an auxiliary feedback contact. 

With feedback, this relay consumes 1 output and 1 input connection, and always reports state that 
corresponds to the actual physical relay state as signaled by the auxiliary contact. Without feedback, the 
relay consumes 1 output connection and reports its set value for state.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <device>.<output>.<input>.<polarity>.<pulse>.

where

<output> is the name of the controller output the relay coil is connected to.
<input> is the name of the controller input the relay auxiliary feedback contact is connected to.
<polarity> is the sense of the output drive (1 = on drives output high, 0 = on drives output low).
<pulse> is the pulse duration in milliseconds. A value of 0 signifies a held or non-pulsed relay.

If a token is defaulted, setConfig makes no change.

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.<device>.CRelay1.<flags>.
<output>.<input>.<polarity>.<pulse>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CRelay1.
<device>.<output>.<input>.<polarity>.<pulse>!
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State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 set the relay off
<state> = 1 set the relay on

For state:

<state> = 0 relay is off
<state> = 1 relay is on
<state> = ffffffff relay is not yet configured or the relay is pulsed and not driving (null)

Common Commands

The CRelay1 type supports the commands common to all devices as well as the commands common to 
relay devices.

CRelay2

The CRelay2 type implements a driver for the Panasonic WR61613K-84 relay. This specialized relay 
combines several useful features including high current 20 amp capacity, an auxiliary feedback contact,  
latching operation, a visual state indicator, and a manual operator. While these features make it ideal for  
building automation, the relay also has some unique drive requirements that warrant the dedicated 
CRelay2 type driver.

The Panasonic relay's bipolar pulse operation and feedback consume 2 outputs and 1 input. When 
reading state, the CRelay2 type always reports the actual physical relay state as signaled by the 
auxiliary relay contact.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <device>.<blue_output>.<red_output>.<aux_input>.

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.<device>.CRelay2.<flags>.
<blue_output>.<red_output>.<aux_input>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CRelay2.
<device>.<blue_output>.<red_output>.<aux_input>!

State Values

For setState:

<state> = 0 set the relay off
<state> = 1 set the relay on

For state:
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<state> = 0 relay is off
<state> = 1 relay is on
<state> = ffffffff relay is not yet configured (null)

Common Commands

The CRelay2 type supports the commands common to all devices as well as the commands common to 
relay devices.

CSensor

CSuite

The CSuite type is the intelligent work horse for nodes in a Scissio network. An instance of CSuite can 
perform two tasks. First, it can define connections between devices, and second, it can implement a 
function that relates the state of input devices to the state of output devices. This combination of 
abilities enables the CSuite type to act as a sequential state machine. State machines can perform tasks 
such as counting and, in the context of building automation, defining and cycling in a prescribed way 
through a series of  'scenes'. The name suite comes from the idea that the devices that the  CSuite 
manages form a group or suite of devices that are related by their interconnection and function. 

The CSuite type is one of the few devices that you cannot fully configure when you create it using the 
exec.new command. After you instantiate a CSuite type, to make it do anything, you have to define 
device connections using the setConnects command and then define a function using the setFunction 
command.

In general, you can connect any two devices directly together (see the sources and sinks commands 
common to all devices), but the CSuite type performs an intermediate processing role that can involve 
multiple devices and which you cannot achieve using direct connections. To perform this role, you 
generally make connections from input devices to a CSuite instance and then you connect the CSuite 
instance, in turn, to output devices. A CSuite instance identifies its inputs by an input index number and 
its outputs by an output index number.

The setInput and output commands are called accessor commands and devices use them for 
communications to particular CSuite inputs and outputs as specified by an index. The section for 
setConnects below describes the role of accessor commands.

A CSuite function defines a set of output responses to a set of input conditions. Each pair consisting of 
a set of input conditions together with its associated output response represents a function point. These 
points are numbered from 0 to however many function pairs you define. The point numbers represent 
the CSuite device state. At any given time only one state applies. The state of the moment is normally 
the one for which the input devices last satisfied the input conditions. We say normally because you can 
force a CSuite instance to any state using the setState command regardless of input conditions.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <device>.

For config:
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<configuration> = <node>.<device>.CSuite.<flags>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CSuite.<device>!
.<device>.setConnects.{<connection_pair>}!
.<device>.setFunction.{<function_point>}!

State Values

For setState:

<state> = a hex number that identifies the function point to set active.

For state:

<state> = a hex number that identifies the currently active function point. A value of ffffffff
indicates that there are no valid function points defined.

Common Commands

The CSuite type supports the commands common to all devices.

setConnects.{<connection_pair>}!

The setConnects command defines a list of unidirectional connections between pairs of devices. In a 
Scissio network, a connection is a regular unidirectional communication of information from one 
device to another. The information of interest is usually device state. For example, a switch may have a 
state (on or off) which you wish to somehow use to control the state of a relay. To fully define a 
connection, you need to provide several pieces of information. Since connections are unidirectional, 
you must give the qname of a source device and the qname of a destination device. 

In addition to that, devices use SCICL commands to extract or set the (typically state) information that 
the connection will transmit. These commands can vary by device. For example, you can find the state 
of an input device by issuing a state command, but you would use a different command, setState, to set 
the state of an output device. So to fully define a connection you need to specify not only the names of 
the devices, but also what commands to use to extract or set state information. These commands are 
called accessor commands, and you need to provide two of them for each connection – one for the 
source device and one for the destination device. A connection pair has the following form:

<connection_pair> = <src_qname>[.<src_accessor_command>];
<dst_qname>[.<dst_accessor_command>];

Most devices have only two accessor commands, setState and state. These are also the default accessor 
commands. The setState command applies when the device is used as an output, and the state command 
applies when the device is an input. The CSuite type  has two additional accessor commands, setInput 
and output, which identify particular input or output connection endpoints. Possible source device 
accessor commands are:

<src_accessor_command> = state. |  output.<index>. |  function.

Possible destination device accessor commands are:
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<dst_accessor_command> = setState. |  setInput.<index>. |  setFunction.

You may be surprised that setFunction and function are accessor commands. Accessor commands don't 
always apply only to device state. If you use function to extract the function from a CSuite source 
instance, you can use it to set an identical function for another CSuite destination instance. This 
represents a connection between two CSuite devices which carries information other than state – 
namely a complete function definition. 

The following are some examples of connection pairs. Note that in some cases the accessor command 
is left to default:

node1.suite1.function;  node1.suite2.setfunction;
node1.switch1;  node1.suite1.setInput.1;
.switch1;  .suite1.setInput.1;
.suite1.output.1;  .relay1;

It is possible and normal to connect an output of one CSuite instance to the input of another. It is also 
possible and normal to connect an output of a CSuite instance to one of its own inputs. In the latter 
case, the device will proceed to a new state in a way which depends on its prior state. This is an 
example of a state machine which you can use to implement actions that are based on a prior history of 
events. The appendix contains several examples that illustrate state machines.

connects.<target>!

connects appends the list of connection pairs to <target> and dispatches the result as a command. The 
format of the command that connects dispatches is:

<target>{<connection_pair>}!

setFunction.<function_version>.{<function_point>}!

The setFunction command defines a list of function points for the CSuite to use for evaluating its inputs 
and producing its outputs. A CSuite device keeps track of a version number for its current function 
definition. It will only act in response to a setFunction command if this version number is different 
from the one specified in the command. 

A CSuite function consists of a set of ordered pairs. The first element of the pair is an input condition 
vector with a component for every input. The input index identifies a component of the input vector. 
The second element of the pair is an output state vector with a component for every output. The output 
index identifies a component of the output vector. Together, an input vector and output vector pair 
represent a function point. A complete function typically consists of one or more points. Each function 
point corresponds to a CSuite device state.

In operation, the CSuite sets the state of its output devices whenever there is a condition of interest in 
the state of its input devices. By condition of interest, we mean the following: Lets say one of your 
inputs is a temperature sensor, and you are only interested in whether the temperature is above or below 
a certain value, say 70 degrees. Then, while the sensor can have many states (one for every 
temperature), from the point of view of the CSuite, there are really only two states of interest – 
temperatures that are above 70 degrees and temperatures that are not. 

Scissio terminology refers to an input condition of interest as an input state set or simply a state set. It 
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is not just one state, but a collection of states that the CSuite should respond to and act upon. Each 
component of an input condition vector defines an input state set for a particular input – that is, the set 
of input state values from a particular input to which the device may respond. 

There is no corresponding concept of state sets for a CSuites outputs. Each component of an output 
vector is simply the state the CSuite should set the corresponding output to if the inputs satisfy the state 
set conditions  of the matching input vector. A function point has the following form:

<function_point> = {<input_state_set>}{<output_state>};

In the above definition, {<input_state_set>} is the input vector and the nth component corresponds to 
the nth device input. Similarly, {<output_state>} is the output vector and the nth component 
corresponds to the nth device output.

An input state set has any one of the following forms: 

<input_state_set> an input state is in the set if                                     
<a>/ it changes to <a>
<a>_ it equals <a>
*/ it changes
*_ always
<a>,<b>/ it changes to be within the range a <= input < b 
<a>,<b>_ it is in the range a <= input < b

A state set has either a / or _ for a terminator. The / (change indicator) indicates that the input condition 
is met if the input changes from being out of the set to being in the set. The _ (level indicator) indicates 
that the input condition is met if the input is simply in the set.

States are up to 8 digit hex format integers. If the first value in a state set specifier is greater than the 
second value, the values wrap through 0. This is equivalent to excluding the set of states that lie 
between the values.

An output state has one of the following forms: 

<output_state> sets the output state to                                    
<a>. <a>
*. leaves the output state unchanged

Within the context of specifying a function point, the /_ and . characters are component delimiters just 
like SCICL token delimiters. You are free to precede any component with white space. Also, as 
indicated in the format given above, a function point always ends with either a ; or ! line delimiter, and 
the rules for delimiter tunneling apply. 

When specifying a function, the number of components in the input and output vectors must obviously 
be consistent with the input and output devices that the CSuite instance is supporting.

Some examples of function points are:

1/0/0/*/ 1.*.0.1;
 2c,ff_3c,ff_  abb3.2f.1;

function.<target>!

function appends the function definition to <target> and dispatches the result as a command. The 
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format of the command that function dispatches is:

<target><function_version>.{<function_point>}!

setInput.<index>.<state>!

setInput sets the input state associated with <index> to <state>. setInput is typically a destination 
accessor command for connecting an input device to a CSuite device. 

output.<index>.<target>!

output appends the output state value associated with <index> and the current device state to <target> 
and dispatches the result as a command. The format for the command that output dispatches is:

<target><state>!

output is typically a CSuite source accessor command for connecting a CSuite device to an output 
device.

CScanTimer

The CScanTimer type measures the minimum, average, and maximum time for the execution of a 
node's main event loop. This is useful information to assess how well a node is performing given the 
number and type of devices that it is supporting. Times are in decimal format and measure units of 
microseconds. The average time spans an interval of 64 main event loop cycles.

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <device>.

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.<device>.CScanTimer.<flags>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CScanTimer.<device>!

State Values

For state:

<state> = a hex number that is incremented once every report cycle

Common Commands

The CScanTimer type supports the commands common to all devices. The setState command functions 
but is not typically used.

times.<target>!

times appends the state and three time measurements to <target> and dispatches the result as a 
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command. The format of the command that function dispatches is:

<target><state>.<average_time>.<minimum_time>.<maximum_time>!

clear!

clear resets all three time measurements in preparation for a fresh start on the next event loop cycle.

CNodeTest

CUploader

The CUploader type manages firmware uploads from the management host Mac to controller type 
nodes. You can instantiate one CUploader instance on the management host named uploader using the 
exec.new command. 

An uploader running on a management host and a boot loader running on a target controller work as a 
pair to upload application firmware. You can upload new firmware to a controller target that is 
anywhere in a Scissio network over either ethernet or usb. In operation, the uploader triggers a 
controller node to start its boot loader, interacts with the boot loader to effect the firmware upload, and 
when the upload is finished, tells the boot loader to startup the new firmware. The section below for the 
Controller Boot Loader describes the boot loader operation in more detail. 

Configuration Formats

For setConfig and exec.new:

<configuration> = <target_node>.<escaped_firmware_filepath>.

For config:

<configuration> = <node>.uploader.CUploader.<flags>.
<target_node>.<escaped_firmware_filepath>.

For clone:

<clone_command> = .exec.new.CUploader!

State Values

For state:

<state> = a hex number that identifies exactly what phase the uploader is in. When there is no 
upload in progress, device state = 0. During an upload, device state can take various other 
values.

Common Commands

The CUploader type supports the commands common to all devices. The setState command is not used.
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upload!

upload starts a firmware upload. The device will terminate an upload if any unrecoverable fault occurs. 
Before using the upload command, you must previously have set the upload target node and provided a 
valid firmware file path using either the config or exec.new command. 

stop!

stop terminates any upload currently in progress.

targets.<target>!

targets appends a list of nodes that are possible to upload to <target> and then dispatches the result as a 
command. The format for the command that targets dispatches is:

<target>{<node>.}!

progress.<target>!

progress appends upload progress information to <target> and then dispatches the result as a command. 
The format for the command that progress dispatches is:

<target><state>.<escaped_progress_message>.<progress_value>!

<state> is the same as the device state, <escaped_progress_message> is one of several messages 
that describe the progress of the uploader, and <progress_value> is a number in the range from 
0 to 100 that indicates how much of the upload task is complete.

blReply.<reply>!

blReply is a confirmation command to the uploader that indicates the status of the target boot loader. 
The uploader expects a response from the target node boot loader after every boot load operation. To 
accomplish this, the boot loader dispatches a blReply command after completing any task requested of 
it by the uploader. For a complete list of the blReply commands that the boot loader dispatches, see the 
section on the boot loader. blReply is not normally a user command.
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The Boot Loader

The controller boot loader is a small and separate piece of software permanently installed in a reserved 
portion of the controller flash memory. In conjunction with the CUploader type that you can instantiate 
on the management host, the boot loader allows you to install new application firmware onto a 
controller io module. 

The boot loader description we provide here does not contain enough detail  (for example regarding 
memory addresses and data formats) to be very useful in performing a firmware upload independent of  
the uploader, however, some of the commands could prove useful to the curious, or in rare 
circumstances (for example to get the boot loader version number, or to remotely restart a node after a 
soft reset).

Power cycling the controller or issuing a hard reset (via usb) will cause the controller to start its boot 
loader. The controller application can also start the boot loader in response to a soft reset command (see 
the com terminal device reset command). 

The boot loader has a way of figuring out if it started as the result of one of the above hard actions or 
by a soft reset initiated from the application. It behaves according to how it starts as follows:

If the reset is the result of a power cycle or hard reset, the boot loader assumes that you wish to 
start the controller application immediately. If there is an application present, the boot loader 
starts it up. If there is none preset, the boot loader continues to run and waits for command input 
(typically from a CUploader device instantiated on a management host).

If the reset is the result of a soft reset, the boot loader assumes you (typically as the result of a 
CUploader command) started it for the purpose of uploading new firmware. In this case, the 
boot loader continues to run and waits for command input.

The boot loader acts in response to boot loader commands. A CUploader device instantiated on the 
management host typically dispatches these commands which have the following general format:

<node>.bl.<bl_command>!

where <node>.bl is the boot loader qname and <bl_command> is one of the boot loader 
commands described below. 

The uploader expects to get a response following every command. If the target responds incorrectly, the 
uploader aborts the process.

r.<target>!

r sets <target> as the preamble to the responses that it dispatches. <target> is typically has the 
following form:

<target> = <node>.uploader.blReply.

On receiving an r command, the boot loader dispatches the following response command:
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<target>r!

v!

v appends the boot loader version number to <target> and dispatches the result as a command. The 
format for the command that v dispatches is:

<target>v.<version>!

e!

e erases all of the program flash memory and then dispatches the following confirmation command:

<target>e! if success 
<target>x! if failure

p.<address>.<data>!

p programs one flash row starting at physical memory location <address> with <data>. When the 
operation is complete, p dispatches the following confirmation command:

<target>p! if success
<target>x! if failure

c.<address>.<bytes>!

c calculates an 8 digit hex format cyclic redundancy checksum (crc) for <bytes> number of bytes 
starting at physical memory location <address>. When the operation is complete, c dispatches the result  
using the following command:

<target>c.<crc>!

s!

s causes the boot loader to terminate and jump to the application start location. s does not dispatch any 
reply. If there is no software application present in memory, the node will stop as a result of an 
execution fault. 
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Appendix 1 - Ethernet Networking

A Scissio network uses 10/100 base T ethernet wiring between nodes. Over the top of these physical 
wired connections, you establish logical or virtual data connections between nodes using TCP/IP. 
TCP/IP stands for Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol. 

TCP/IP consists of two virtual end points called sockets with a virtual communications channel 
between them over which you can transmit information. The magic of TCP/IP is that once established, 
the connections are reliable. That is, the protocol has provisions for error correction and retransmission 
so as to guarantee the reliable delivery of your data though the channel.

On a Scissio node, the TCP/IP endpoints or sockets are the com device types CIomEth and CHostEth. 
The only difference between these two devices is that one will run on a host Mac type node and the 
other will run on a controller type node. Otherwise they are the same. 

Each controller physical ethernet connection can have up to 8 separate TCP/IP communications 
channels running over it. As a result, the way in which a Scissio network is logically connected may be 
quite different (and typically more complicated) than the way it is physically connected. The following 
diagram shows four nodes physically connected through an ethernet switch. Next to it is the same 
network showing one of the many possible ways that it might be logically connected using TCP/IP. On 
the left, each physical endpoint is a connector on the mother board with a CIomEthNI device 
supporting it. On the right, each logical endpoint is a CIomEth device (a TCP/IP socket). 

Figure A1, Physical and logical connections

There are several things to note in the right hand network. The first is that the ethernet switch though 
physically present is logically absent. The second is that even though each Scissio node is physically 
connected to only one wire there are actually three logical connections to each node. 

The process of creating a Scissio network consists of first connecting the nodes into a physical 
network, and then establishing connected com devices or sockets so as to create a logical or virtual 
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network on top of it.  

The Scissio nodes use several device types to support ethernet networking. These are:

CIomEthNI
CIomEthServer
CHostEthServer
CIomEth
CHostEth

A mentioned above, the CIomEthNI devices control the physical interfaces to the ethernet connectors, 
and the CIomEth and CHostEth devices are the endpoints or sockets for logical TCP/IP connections. 
The CIomEthServer and CHostEthServer devices listen for connection requests and automatically 
establish endpoints for connections. We explain the role of the server and give some background on 
addressing below.

Every physical interface has a unique IP address associated with it which you assign. In addition to the 
IP addresses, TCP/IP uses port numbers to support multiple logical connections over the same physical 
connection between two IP addresses. That is, every TCP/IP connection has a quadruplet of 4 numbers 
that uniquely and unambiguously identifies the connection together with the sockets at its endpoints. 
These 4 numbers are the following:

Source IP address
Source Port number
Destination IP address
Destination Port number

The words source and destination are simply a convenience to distinguish between the two ends of the 
connection. The source is the local end that you are at while the destination is the far end. 

The socket endpoints of a TCP/IP connection come in two flavors, client type and server type. One 
endpoint of a connection is always a client type socket and the other is aways a server type. The client 
socket is always the one that initiates a connection. To do so, it sends a request to the IP address and 
port of a special listening server. If the IP address and port of the server match the request, the server 
initiates a new server type socket with the same address and port, establishes the connection, and then 
goes back to listening for more client requests. 

One thing to be aware of is that a server can listen for and establish multiple logical connections 
through the same physical interface, and moreover, each of these server type sockets will have the same 
IP address and port number. These are the same as the server device listen address and port number. 
The thing that distinguishes these connections and their associated sockets from each other is the 
differing client side port numbers which must all be different.

To summarize, do the following to create a logical connection between sockets on two nodes that are 
connected to the same local subnet:

1. Set a unique IP address for each of the physical interfaces. For controllers, these are the devices 
called ethNIA and ethNIB. For hosts you can set the interface IP address in OS X by setting 
Network Preferences. As part of this, you also need to set the subnet mask and the gateway router 
IP address. The subnet mask defines the maximum size of the local subnet. For many purposes, a 
subnet mask of 255.255.255.0 will suffice (8 bits of local subnet address supports up to 255 
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interfaces). The gateway router IP address is the address of a router on the local subnet where you 
can send non-local packets for further routing into a larger network. By convention, the local 
gateway often has subnet address 1 (for example something like 192.168.1.1).

2. On one node, using the Node Manager, install a server device (CHostEthServer or 
CIomEthServer). Set its listen IP address to match one of the node’s physical interfaces from step 
1. This will associate the server with that IP address and physical interface. Also set a listen port 
number. The port number can be anything, but if the server is on a host Mac, you should try to 
avoid port numbers that may be used concurrently by other applications.

3. On the other node, using the Node Manager, install a client device (CHostEth or CIomEth). Set its 
source IP address to match one of the node’s physical interfaces from step 1. This will associate 
the client socket with that IP address and physical interface. Then set the destination IP address 
and port number to the listen address and port number that you set for the server side in step 2. 
The software will pick a unique source port number for you.

The description above gives an outline for how to connect two nodes with a logical TCP/IP connection. 
To recap, you need to setup the network interfaces with a physical link between them; you need to 
establish a server device on one end to field connections; and finally you need to install a client socket 
on the other end to initiate the connection. This sounds complicated, but the controllers are preset with  
a standard default software configuration. This default allows you to construct simple Scissio networks 
without further software configuration.

Default Software Configuration

The software supporting the Ethernet A interface defaults to booting with a server device with IP 
address 192.168.1.2 and listening on port 28672. Software supporting the Ethernet B interface defaults 
to booting with a client socket with IP address 192.168.1.3 and port 28673 and attempting to connect to 
IP address 192.168.1.2 using port 28672. 

With these settings, you can connect several Scissio controllers in a line (or a ring if you connect the 
first and the last controller) by connecting each A interface to the B interface of the next node. In this 
case, each controller has a single reliable TCP/IP connection to each of its neighbors. Each one of these 
node to node connections represents an independent network with one client and one server.

You can also connect a host Mac over ethernet using the default configuration. The Node Manager 
defaults to booting a server device with IP address 192.168.1.2 and listening on port 28672. To use this, 
connect a cat 5e cable between your host Mac and the free Ethernet B interface of the controller at the 
end of your line. Then open the OS X Network Preferences dialog on your host and do the following:

1. Select Ethernet Service.

2. Set Configure IPv4 to manually.

3. Set IP Address to 192.168.1.2.

4. Set Subnet Mask to 255.255.255.0.

5. Set Router to 192.168.1.1.

You can also connect your host Mac through a wireless router. To do this, connect the controller 
Ethernet B interface with a cable to the router. And configure the router as follows:
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1. Set the router IP address to be 192.168.1.1.

2. Set the router subnet mask to be 255.255.255.0.

3. Set the router to be a DHCP (dynamic host control protocol) server.

4. Set the router DHCP service to assign fixed IP address 192.168.1.2 to your host Mac.

Then open the OS X Network Preferences dialog on your host; turn on WiFi service; and set (under 
Advanced) the WiFi TCP/IP Configure IPv4 to Using DHCP.

A Network Using an Ethernet Switch

You can build a larger, more sophisticated, faster and more reliable network using an ethernet switch. 
In this case, instead of separate networks for each connection, you can make all the connections part of 
the same network. There are many ways to do this, but we outline a procedure here which is reliable 
and straight forward. 

Remember that a Scissio network is actually a logical network of TCP/IP connections that are overlaid 
onto a physical network. The first step is to make the physical network. With a switch, a simple way to 
do this is to organize the nodes as a star with the switch at the center. If you reserve one switch port for 
connection to a wireless router, you can use each of the remaining switch ports to connect to a Scissio 
controller. Using this scheme, a connection to a host node can be wireless whenever you need to 
reconfigure or manage controllers. The method below outlines a procedure for assigning IP addresses, 
and deploying server and client devices that are connected in a star using an ethernet switch.

1. Connect the Ethernet B interface for each controller to a free switch port.

2. If you are using a wireless router for connection to your host, connect it to the switch also, and 
reserve IP address 192.168.1.1 for the router and IP address 192.168.1.2 for the host. Otherwise 
connect the host to the switch directly.

3. Assign unique IP addresses starting with 192.168.1.3 in sequence to each ethNIB controller 
device. Set the subnet masks to 255.255.255.0 and the router IP addresses to 192.168.1.1.

4. Begin with IP address 192.168.1.2 (the host). For this node, instantiate a CHostEthServer device 
to listen on IP address 192.168.1.2 and port 28672. Then, for every other node with a higher IP 
address, instantiate a CIomEth device and set its destination IP address and port the values above. 
In operation, each of these clients will make a direct logical TCP/IP connection through the 
switch to the host.

5. For the node with IP address 192.168.1.3, instantiate a CIomEthServer device to listen on IP 
address 192.168.1.3 and port 28672. Then for every other node with a higher IP address establish 
a client to connect to 192.168.1.3 and port 28672.

6. In an iterative fashion, repeat step 5 for each successive IP address. For each successive node, you 
will establish one fewer client device. The process is complete when you have created a server on 
the 2nd to last node and a single client to connect to it on the last node.

This method produces a full graph network of logical connections which means that every node has a 
direct connection to every other node in the network. Full graph networks are robust, reliable, and fast 
because nodes don’t have to route communications through multiple hops, and there are always 
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alternate logical paths for communications in case something goes wrong. The list below shows the 
relevant native com devices and those you install together with their IP settings for a 5 port switch. 
Note that when connections are established, there will be additional server sockets present. Also, when 
you create the configuration, the device names may not be exactly as shown.

Host node:
Ethernet or WiFi IP 192.168.1.2
ethServer1 listen 192.168.1.2

Node 1:
ethNIB 192.168.1.3
eth1 src 192.168.1.3 dest 192.168.1.2
ethServer1 listen 192.168.1.3

Node 2:
ethNIB 192.168.1.4
eth1 src 192.168.1.4 dest 192.168.1.2
eth2 src 192.168.1.4 dest 192.168.1.3
ethServer1 listen 192.168.1.4

Node 3:
ethNIB 192.168.1.5
eth1 src 192.168.1.5 dest 192.168.1.2
eth2 src 192.168.1.5 dest 192.168.1.3
eth3 src 192.168.1.5 dest 192.168.1.4
ethServer1 listen 192.168.1.5

Node 4:
ethNIB 192.168.1.6
eth1 src 192.168.1.6 dest 192.168.1.2
eth2 src 192.168.1.6 dest 192.168.1.3
eth3 src 192.168.1.6 dest 192.168.1.4
eth4 src 192.168.1.6 dest 192.168.1.5
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Figure A2. Full graph network showing client and server sockets

A full graph network is desirable but not always practical or possible. The example above connects 4 
controllers using only their Ethernet B interfaces. You can add 4 more controllers with no further 
configuration by connecting them to the free Ethernet A interfaces. In this case, following the rule for 
making the standard A to B default connection, you add the new controllers using their Ethernet B 
interfaces. This produces a network of 8 Scissio controllers which are accessible to each other by no 
more than 3 hops.

Loopback Testing

The communications or transmission interface to the CIomEth and CHostEth socket types is through 
the standard medium of the Scissio Command Language. If you have an operating connection between 
two sockets, you can test out communications over the channel by manually sending test commands 
from one socket to the other and then back again. To do this from the  Scissio Node Manager, open the 
dialog for the prom device  and then check Show Log. This will give you a command window and a 
place (the log window) to receive the results. 

To return the word 'test' from the near eth socket without explicitly sending over the channel:
<near_node>.<near_eth_socket>.&.host.ui.log.test\!!

To return the word 'test' from the far eth socket after sending over the channel and leaving
the return path up to the Scissio router:

<near_node>.<near_eth_socket>.send.host.ui.log.test!

To return the word 'test' from the far eth socket after sending and returning over the same 
channel:

<near_node>.<near_eth_socket>.send...send.host.ui.log.test!
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You can use this technique to construct more complex loopbacks that involve multiple hops to 
explicitly verify any specific logical path in a Scissio network. 
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Appendix 2 - Wiring Manual

Distributed Wiring

A Scissio based system is suited for home run wiring. This means every input or output device in your 
system eventually connects directly back to a controller type node somewhere in your network. If your 
entire network is co-located in one spot this means that you must run every one of your circuits back to 
that one spot. Obviously, for small installations this may be fine, however, for larger installations you 
may wish to distribute controllers near the circuits  they will connect to. If you have a situation that 
would work well with a wireless connection, for example between two buildings, you can connect two 
halves of a Scissio network using a wireless router or bridge that can implement one or more TCP/IP 
connections between the two halves.

Connect A Single Pole Single Throw Switch

This connection is suitable for form1A (normally open), form 1B (normally closed), held, and 
momentary switches. There are also other ways to connect switches (see the connection types shown in 
figure 6 in the Hardware section of this manual).

Physically connect the switch

This type of switch has two terminals. On the left side of the motherboard choose an input, say in4 and 
connect it to one of the switch terminals. Connect one of the motherboard GND connections to the 
other switch terminal. The switch is now physically connected, but not operational because there is no 
software device installed on the node to support it. 

Instantiate a CSwitch1 type device

From the Node Manager devices tree, open the devices list for the node by clicking the little arrow icon 
to the left of the node name. This will display all the devices on the node that you have enabled for 
display with the devices filters at the bottom of the window. You will always see the exec and prom 
devices.

Double click the exec device to open its control dialog. This will display a list of devices on the left 
that you can instantiate on the node. Select a CSwitch1 type device and add it to the list of installed 
devices. Then exit the dialog.

Configure the device

The new device will have a name like “switch1”. Double click the new device in the Node Manager 
devices list to open the CSwitch1 dialog. Give the switch a new name if you want to change it, set the 
input connection to “in4”, and select the switch type. If you are using an ordinary household toggle 
switch, the type is “held normally open”. When you are finished, click the Apply button and close the 
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dialog.

Set the termination for the input

The controller inputs are terminated high through a 4.49 kohm resister by default, so as long as you 
haven't changed them, you don't have to worry about setting the termination for in4. If you wish to 
double check the termination or set it, set the device filters under the node manager devices tree to 
show native devices. Then double click any of the CTermination type devices. The dialog will display 
all the terminations and allow you change them. When you are finished, close the dialog.

Check the switch operation

The switch should now be connected, configured and ready to control something. The new switch 
should be visible in the Node Manager devices tree under the node you installed it on. The line entry 
for the switch includes a column for the switch state. This field should show that the switch is either on 
or off. You can check the switch by operating it a few times to see if the Node Manager displays its 
state correctly. 

If the state field is blank, it means you have not set the input that the switch is connected to. If the field 
doesn't change when you operate the switch, then it may be connected to an input other than the one 
you have selected. If the state says on when you think the switch should be off, then change the switch 
type to the opposite normal type of contacts. This will change the switch polarity.

Connect a Single Pole Double Throw Switch

This connection is suitable for form1C held and momentary switches either with or without a center 
neutral position. There are also other ways to connect switches (see the connection types shown in 
figure 6 in the Hardware section of this manual).

Physically connect the switch

This type of switch has 3 terminals. One terminal is a common terminal such that when you throw the 
actuator to either of its active positions, the switch connects the common to one or the other of the 
remaining two terminals. This is the form1C or normally open configuration which is very common. 
The controller considers one of the remaining terminals to be the “on” terminal and the other to be the 
“off” terminal. 

On the left side of the motherboard choose an even numbered input, say in6 and connect it to the “on” 
switch terminal. Connect the next adjacent odd numbered input (in7) to the “off” switch terminal. 
Connect one of the motherboard GND connections to the common switch terminal. The switch is now 
physically connected, but not operational because there is no software device installed on the node to 
support it. 

Instantiate and configure a CSwitch2 type device

Just as in the example above for the single throw switch, use exec to add and configure a CSwitch2 
type device. The only difference between the two types is that the connection field for the CSwitch2 
device offers pairs of inputs for connection to the switch. Your selection should match the inputs you 
used to physically connect the switch.
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Set the terminations for the inputs

As for the single pole switch, the input terminations default to the proper high or pull up state and there 
is no need to change them. If you do need to change a termination, double click one of the 
CTermination devices to invoke the termination dialog.

Check the switch operation

The double throw switch can be in one of three possible states – on, off, and neutral. The neutral 
position can occur if the switch has a center or neutral position for its actuator. Other than that, the 
single throw and double throw switches operate in much the same way, and you can check switch 
operation by observing the on, off, or neutral switch state that the Node Manager displays in the device 
tree.

Connect a Unipolar Held Relay

This connection is suitable for a held relay without an auxiliary contact to provide state feedback. Held 
relays are those for which the controller output must continuously apply voltage accross the relay coil 
in order to keep the relay on. There are also other ways to connect this type of relay (see the connection 
types shown in figure 10 in the Hardware section of this manual).

Physically connect the relay

This type of relay has two coil terminals. On the right side of the motherboard choose an output, say 
out4 and connect it to one of the relay coil terminals. Connect one of the motherboard GND 
connections to the other relay coil terminal. The relay is now physically connected, but not operational 
because there is no software device installed on the node to support it. 

Instantiate a CRelay1 type device

From the Node Manager devices tree, open the devices list for the node by clicking the little arrow icon 
to the left of the node name. Double click the exec device to open its control dialog. Select a CRelay1 
type device and add it to the list of installed devices. Then exit the dialog.

Configure the device

Double click the new device in the Node Manager devices list to open the CRelay1 dialog. Give the 
relay a new name if you want to change it, set the output connection to “out4”, and select the relay 
polarity and type. For the connection we’ve chosen above, the relay polarity is “high” and the relay 
type is “held”. When you are finished, click the Apply button but leave the dialog open so that you can 
test the relay.

The dialog “connections” window and associated controls allow you to connect devices such as 
switches, sensors and event timers directly to the relay. To see how to do that, you can try out some of 
the examples in Appendix 4.

Check the relay operation

The relay should now be connected, configured and ready to operate. To check operation, use the set 
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state “on” and “off” buttons a few times to see if you can make the relay click on and off. Some held 
relays have an led indicator to show you if the relay is on or off. Close the CRelay1 dialog.

The new relay should be visible in the Node Manager devices tree under the node you installed it on. 
The line entry for the relay includes a column for the relay state. This field should show that the relay is  
either on or off depending on how you left it on exiting the dialog. 

If the state field is blank, it means you have not set the output that the relay is connected to. If the field 
doesn't change when you operate the relay, then it may be connected to an output other than the one 
you have selected. If the state says on when you think the relay should be off, then change the relay 
polarity to the opposite type.

Connect a Panasonic WR61613K-84 relay

This connection is suitable for a Panasonic bipolar latching relay with auxiliary contact to provide state 
feedback. Latching relays retain their state even when there is no power applied to the coil. The 
Panasonic relay changes from off to on when the controller output drives a positive pulse across the 
coil. It changes from on to off when the output drives a negative pulse. This bipolar operation uses a 
pair of controller outputs (see the connection shown in figure 11 in the Hardware section of this 
manual).

Physically connect the relay

This type of relay has two coil terminals and two auxiliary contact terminals. The Pansonic relay 
generates a significant voltage transient when it switches, so always use the special Scissio relay pad to 
connect it. The relay pad not only eliminates the transient, but it also makes the relay much easier to 
attach. 

To connect the relay pad to the relay, attach the red and blue wires to the red and blue coil terminals. 
Attach the two black wires to the auxiliary terminals that are just below the coil terminals.

On the right side of the motherboard choose an output group, say out4, out5, inX4. These should all be 
part of the same 8 position terminal block. With the relay pad components facing you so you can see 
them, connect the relay pad header into the second story terminals of the output group. The 4 
connections will be gnd, inX4, out4, out5. The figure below shows the connection. The relay is now 
physically connected, but not operational because there is no software device installed on the node to 
support it.
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Figure A3. Pansonic relay connection 

Instantiate a CRelay2 type device

From the Node Manager devices tree, open the devices list for the node by clicking the little arrow icon 
to the left of the node name. Double click the exec device to open its control dialog. Select a CRelay2 
type device and add it to the list of installed devices. Then exit the dialog.

Configure the device

Double click the new device in the Node Manager devices list to open the CRelay2 dialog. Give the 
relay a new name if you want to change it, set the output connection to “out4->blue, out5->red, Aux0-
>GND, Aux1->inX4”. When you are finished, click the Apply button but leave the dialog open so that 
you can test the relay.

The dialog “connections” window and associated controls allow you to connect devices such as 
switches, sensors and event timers directly to the relay. To see how to do that, you can try out some of 
the examples in Appendix 4.

Check the relay operation

The relay should now be connected, configured and ready to operate. To check operation, use the set 
state “on” and “off” buttons a few times to see if you can make the relay click on and off. The 
Panasonic relay has a visual indicator to show you if it is on or off. Close the CRelay2 dialog.

The new relay should be visible in the Node Manager devices tree under the node you installed it on. 
The line entry for the relay includes a column for the relay state. This field should show that the relay is  
either on or off depending on how you left it on exiting the dialog. 

If the state field is blank, it means you have not set the output that the relay is connected to. If the field 
doesn't change when you operate the relay, then it may be connected to an output other than the one 
you have selected.
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Connect a Temperature Sensor

You can connect a Scissio temperature sensor using the CSensor device. The physical sensor has two 
leads. Connect the V or black lead to any input terminal and the G or white lead to any GND terminal. 
Set the termination for the input you've chosen to VB (high). The 4.49 kohm high termination of the 
input provides the power for the sensor.

Using exec, instantiate a CSensor type device. From the device dialog, set the connection for the proper 
input. Set the sample period to 1,000 ms or longer. Then set the scale and offset as described below.

The sensor operates by sinking a current that is proportional to temperature from its V terminal to its G 
terminal. This produces a corresponding accurate voltage across the termination resistor that is 
independent of the length and resistance of the wire that you use to connect the sensor. Specifically, the 
sensor connection produces a voltage at the controller input that relates to temperature as follows:

degrees F = -7.6v + 126

degrees C = -4.2v + 52

To have the CSensor report state in either degrees F or C, set the scale and offset as follows:

For state in degrees F, scale = -7.6, offset = 126.

For state in degrees C, scale = -4.2, offset = 52.

Bused Switches

In some situations, you may have several switches that are performing the same function. An example 
of this would be several entrances to a room each with its own switch for turning on the lights. In 
conventional wiring, you can implement this using a combination of 3 and 4 way switches. Using a 
Scissio controller, you can connect each switch to its own separate input. In this scenario, if you are 
using single pole single throw switches, each switch consumes one controller input as shown in the 
figure below.

Figure A4. Three switches using three inputs to control the same function
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This connection is very flexible because you are free to use the switches to control either the same or 
independent functions. If you are sure the switches will always be used to control the same function, 
you can bus them together as shown in the figure below. This approach will typically save you wiring 
because you only need to run one set of wires back to the controller. It will also only consume a single 
controller input.

Figure A5. Three bussed switches to control the same function

You can think of the connection above as an OR function. Any one OR other of the switches will send a 
signal to the input and actuate the function. You can extend this connection to any number of switches. 
You can also use it with a double throw type switch as shown in the figure below.

Figure A6. Three bussed double throw switches to control the same function
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Appendix 3 – Useful Tasks

To Find the Node Software Version Numbers

Scissio nodes have two separate pieces of software installed. These are the node operating software or 
application, and the boot loader software which allows you to install new application software. You can 
find the version number of the application software easily enough from the Node Manager by double 
clicking the node exec device for the node you are interested in. This opens the exec dialog box. From 
there, you can select the Node information tab which lists the application software version as well as 
other information such as the node serial number.

The find the boot loader software version number do the following:

1. Double click the host node prom device to open the prom dialog box.

2. Check the Show log control in the upper right corner of the dialog to show the log window.

3. Type and then send a soft reset command. For example if the node you are interested in is
named n_1, you should type and send  n_1..reset! Be sure to include the two dots. The reset 
starts the boot loader running.

4. Type and then send a boot loader set reply command. Assuming the host node name is host, the 
command is n_1.bl.r.host.ui.log.! The boot loader will reply to the log window with r!

5. Type and then send a boot loader version command n_1.bl.v! The boot loader will reply with 
some thing like v.iombl_1! In this case iombl_1 is the name and version number of the boot 
loader software.

6. Finally, to restart the node operating software, type and then send a start command n_1.bl.s!
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Appendix 4 - Examples

These examples assume that you know how to attach and configure devices, and perform basic tasks 
using the Node Manager. You can try out many of the examples in this appendix using only the Node 
Manager and the virtual devices that come with it.

Configure 2 switches to control a  relay

A common situation involves a switch at each door of a room to control the same light. If there are 2 
ordinary switches involved, you can wire this situation in a conventional and well known manner by 
using a pair of 3 way switches. The result is that whenever you operate either one of the switches by 
setting it to its opposite state, either on or off, you change or toggle the on/off state of the light. 

The Scissio controller supports this function using ordinary single pole single throw (not 3 way) light 
switches. To set this up, connect and configure two switches (device type CSwitch1) to two free 
controller inputs. Then connect and configure a Panasonic WR61613K-84 relay (device type CRelay2) 
to a free controller output group. Finally, connect your light to power through the relay. You can make 
the switch and relay connections to either the same controller or to different controllers as long as they 
are on the same network.

When your switches and relay are connected, use the Node Manager to open the relay dialog. To 
connect the first switch to the relay, click the “+” button under the Connections window. This will bring 
up the Edit Input Connection dialog. Set the controls as shown below and then press okay. Be sure you 
have checked Set toggle mode. This is what makes the relay change state whenever you change the 
switch state instead of just setting it on or off to match the switch.

Input device: Set to the qname for the switch (for example “node1.switch1”).
Relay on or toggle condition: “=” and “1”
Relay off or toggle condition: “=” and “0”
Toggle mode: checked
Floating point format: unchecked
Maintained connection: unchecked

Define a connection for the second switch the same way. When you have defined both connections, 
there will be a line for each in the Connections window. Each line is a summary of the connection 
settings. If you want to change a connection, double click on the line you want to edit. 

When you have defined or edited both connections the way you want, click the “Set connections” 
button to store and set them active on the relay device. 

An alternative using double throw switches

The switch and relay function described above mimics the control function of a traditional 3 way 
switch. One unfortunate aspect of this operation is that setting a switch to “off” will often function to 
turn the light on and setting a switch “on” will shut it off. You can improve on this behavior by using a 
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momentary single pole double throw type switch that has a neutral center position (device type 
CSwitch2). An example of a switch of this type that looks like a conventional wall toggle is the 
HBL1556I made by Hubbell.

To connect this switch to the relay, follow the procedure as above, but set the device Toggle mode 
check box to unchecked. In operation, pressing a switch up momentarily to “on” sends a signal that will 
always turn on the lights. Pressing down to off will turn the lights off. This operation is obviously more 
consistent with the trade off that the double throw switch consumes two controller inputs instead of 
one.

You can also achieve the double throw function by using a pair of single throw momentary push 
buttons with one lead from each connected in common. This arrangement is even more flexible since a 
pair of independent push buttons can produce four distinct switch states or signal combinations  (as 
opposed to 2 or 3 for the situations above) which you can exploit for different control purposes.

Configure a heating zone with a temperature sensor

This example uses a Scissio temperature sensor and a unipolar held relay. This type of  relay has a  
single coil which the controller must drive continuously in order to keep the relay energized. You can 
use the relay output to directly control power to and operate a circulator or zone valve.

To set up the zone control, connect and configure a temperature sensor (device type CSensor) and relay 
(device type CRelay1). In the Node Manager when you configure the sensor device, for measurements 
in degrees F, set the sample period, offset and scale as follows:

Sample period: 1000 ms
Scale: -7.6 
Offset: 126

 When you configure the relay, define a connection to the sensor with the settings below. When you’ve 
finished defining the settings be sure to click the “Set connections” button.

Input device: Set to the qname for the sensor (for example “node1.sensor1”).
Relay on or toggle condition: “<” and “68”
Relay off or toggle condition: “>=” and “69”
Toggle mode: unchecked
Floating point format: checked
Maintained connection: unchecked

These settings will cause the zone to heat when the temperature falls below 68 degrees and stop heating 
when the temperature rises above 69 degrees.

Configure a timer triggered by a switch to control a relay

A common control requirement is to start a timed action based the operation of a switch. Perhaps when 
you enter a room, you wish to turn on the lights, but then have them automatically shut off again after 
15 minutes.

To do this you will need three devices, a CSwitch1 type, a CEventTimer type, and a CRelay1 type. The 
event timer is a pure software device. You can also use a CSwitch2 or CRelay2 type, but the 
connections are the same. Once again, the devices can be on any controller, but it is a good idea to put 
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the event timer on the same controller as the relay. This will insure that if there is a network connection 
problem, at least the timer will be able to turn on or shut off the relay.

Configure the switch

Configure the switch as normal. 

Configure the event timer

Since you will be timing a 15 minute event, you will use elapsed time. Since you want the timing 
action to occur only once after you operate the switch, you will use a repeat count of 1. With all this in 
mind, set the Timer tab controls as shown below.

Minute: 15 (Leave all other time settings blank)
Stop on match to elapsed
Repeat: 1

Now go to the Connections tab and define one connection to the switch as shown below. When you are 
finished, be sure to click the “Set connections” button.

Input device: Set to the qname of the switch (for example “node1.switch1”)
Run or toggle condition: “=” and “1”
Stop or toggle condition: Set the value field blank. This will disable the off condition.
Toggle mode: unchecked
Floating point format: unchecked
Maintained connection: unchecked

Configure the relay

Configure the relay as normal, and then set a connection from the event timer as shown below.

Input device: Set to the qname for the timer (for example “node1.eventTimer1”).
Relay on or toggle condition: “=” and “1”
Relay off or toggle condition: “=” and “0”
Toggle mode: unchecked
Floating point format: checked
Maintained connection: unchecked

Use CSuite to define a group of scenes

Lets say you wish to control three separate lighting circuits in a room from a single momentary 
pushbutton switch. There are 8 possible ways that you can set the lights, but assume that you are 
interested in five lighting combinations or scenes: 

light1 off, light2 off, light3 off
light1 on, light2 on, light3 on
light1 on, light2 off, light3 off
light1 off, light2 on, light3 off
light1 off, light2 off, light3 on

The control will operate in such a way that when you push the switch you will change the lighting 
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scene from the current one to the next one in your list of five scenes. When you reach the last scene, 
pushing the switch one more time will bring you back to the beginning. In this way, a single push 
button will allow you to cycle through to any one of the five scenes. 

To implements this, you will need a CSwitch1, a CSuite, and three CRelay1 type devices. As in other 
examples, variations are possible using CSwitch2 and CRelay2. Start by connecting and configuring 
the switch and relays. In this example, you will make all your connections and program the scenes 
using only the CSuite device.

Define the connections

The first step is to identify and define the inputs and outputs using the CSuite Connections tab. The 
switch will obviously provide one input. What may not be so obvious is that in order to cycle through 
different scenes in response to the switch we will be building a state machine and you will need an 
additional input to keep track of where you are.  A state machine is just a device that transitions to its 
next state based on its current state. That is, if lighting scene number three is the current output state, 
then when you push the switch, scene four will be the next output state. So the output state of the 
CSuite itself will also be an input. This is an example of a feedback connection. 

The CSuite outputs will be the feedback output which identifies the current output state plus an output 
control for each of the relays.

When you count all these up, the CSuite will have 2 inputs and 4 outputs as follows:

Inputs
0 node1.switch1
1 node1.suite1.0    (current output state from output 0)

Outputs
0 node1.suite1.1    (current output state to input 1)
1 node1.relay1
2 node1.relay2
3 node1.relay3

Now that we’ve identified the inputs and outputs, we can enter them in the connection tab. You must 
explicitly number each input and output. When you define the CSuite function these numbers define 
the order of elements in the input and output vectors that you will specify below. Add the inputs and 
outputs using the “+” buttons. When you are finished, be sure to click the “Set Connections” button.

You can specify the input and output and output devices using a format like that shown above. If the 
devices are on the same node as the CSuite device, you can default the node name, for example use 
“.switch1” instead of “node1.switch1”. The extra number token at the end of the feedback connection 
devices specify which input or output the connection is made to. 

One peculiarity to note is that feedback connections are both inputs and outputs to the CSuite. For this 
reason, you should only enter the feedback connection once on one side or the other. That is, if you 
enter input connection 1 with device name “node1.suite1.0” don’t bother making an entry for output 0. 
The connection information is already there. You will notice that if you make the feed back connection 
on the input side, when you set the connection, the node manager will move the information to the 
output side. The reason for this is that input connections are the maintained type which consumes extra 
communications resources.
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Define the function

The CSuite type is basically a device that takes an ordered group of input values from its input devices 
and produces an ordered group of output values for its output devices in response. These ordered 
groups are called vectors. A single input vector and output vector pair is called a point and identifies a 
particular CSuite device state. The collection of all points make up a CSuite function. There will be one  
point (CSuite device state) for each scene or input/output situation that you wish to handle. CSuite 
devices number their states starting at 0. The number of states that a CSuite device has is equal to the 
number of points in its function. 

To complicate matters  a little, CSuite devices allow input vector elements to be ranges of values so we 
refer to them as input state sets. The output vector elements are typically the states that we want to 
apply to the output devices so we refer to them as output states. 

In this example, since there are 5 scenes, we will be defining 5 function points (input/output pairs or 
states). Since there are 2 inputs and 4 outputs, each point will consist of an input vector with 2 elements 
and an output vector with 4 elements as follows:

CSuite state Input state sets Output states

0 1/0_ 1.0.0.0.
1 1/1_ 2.1.1.1.
2 1/2_ 3.1.0.0.
3 1/3_ 4.0.1.0.
4 1/4_ 0.0.0.1.

In the Function tab, for each of the lines above, use the “+” button to call up the Edit State Definition 
dialog and enter the values for each vector. When you are finished, be sure to click the “Set function” 
button.

The 1/ in each line above means that the CSuite device is looking for the switch to change state from 0 
to 1 (from off to on). The following number delimited with an underscore is the feedback input which 
is the output state state that must be extant for it to respond to the switch and apply the output vector 
for that particular function point. It is important to note that, in general, the feedback state has no 
relation to the CSuite state. The CSuite state is just a convenient way to identify and keep track of the 
different function points. 

The first number in the output portion of the line is the next feedback state that should apply if the line 
represents the active state. Finally the last three output numbers are the states to apply to the three 
relays. In words, the first two function lines have a meaning  that you might interpret as follows:

In CSuite state 0, the 3 relays will be off and the feedback will have a value of 1. In that condition, if 
the CSuite sees the switch change state from off to on, the device will move to state 1, will put out a 
feedback value of 2 and turn on all the relays.

Use CSuite to build a state machine combination lock

This example uses a momentary CSwitch2 type with a neutral center position, a CSuite type and a 
CRelay1 type.

From neutral, the momentary switch can signal two values, on and off. This presents the possibility of 
producing a sequence of distinct 1s and 0s separated by a third neutral state. The idea is to pick a binary 
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number which we must enter by pushing the switch in a sequence of on and off in order to turn on a 
relay. We might use this function to operate the draw bolt for a door or perform some other unlocking 
function.

The sequence or lock code we choose is 101101001. If at any point we make an error in entering the 
code, we wish the state machine to start over from the beginning. With this scheme, to start off fresh, 
we can start with a preamble that is guaranteed to put us at the beginning of the sequence. Since the 
lock code has no more than 2 consecutive 0s and begins with a 1, one such preamble is 000. In other 
words, 000101101001 is guaranteed to open the lock.

Define the connections

Set the connections as follows:

Inputs
0 node1.switch1
1 node1.suite1.0    (current output state from output 0)

Outputs
0 node1.suite1.1    (current output state to input 1)
1 node1.relay1

Define the function

We start by observing that for each bit that we successfully traverse to in the lock code there will be 
two possibilities facing us with the next switch operation, namely, that the new bit will be right or it 
will be wrong. We will need a state for each bit in the code to handle each of these possibilities. If the 
new bit is correct, we will move to the next bit of the sequence, if the bit is incorrect, we will go back 
to the start. This suggests that we should have 2 states for every bit. There are many ways to assign the 
feed back states. The table below is one possibility.

CSuite state Input state sets Output states Comment

0 0/0_ 0.0. start state, bit 1 error
1 1/0_ 1.0 bit 1
2 0/1_ 2.0.
3 1/2_ 3.0.
4 1/3_ 4.0.
5 0/4_ 5.0.
6 1/5_ 6.0.
7 0/6_ 7.0.
8 0/7_ 8.0.
9 1/8_ 0.1. bit 9, open the lock
10 0/1_ 0.0. bit 2 error
11 1/2_ 0.0
12 0/3_ 0.0
13 0/4_ 0.0
14 1/5_ 0.0
15 0/6_ 0.0
16 1/7_ 0.0
17 1/8_ 0.0 bit 9 error
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Appendix 5 - USB Drivers

The Node Manager running on your Mac host can use either one of two drivers from Future 
Technology Devices, Inc. (FTDI). The vcp (virtual com port) driver recognizes USB connections from 
FTDI hardware and makes them appear as ordinary serial COM ports on your Mac. The other driver is 
the FTDI D2XX driver which provides communications through a library of function calls. The Node 
Manager package includes the D2XX driver, so there is nothing you have to do to use it other than 
instantiate a CUsbEnumerator device on your host node.

If you wish to use the vcp driver,  you can get it from the FTDI website. To see if you have the vcp 
driver installed, open a terminal window on your Mac and use the command

kextStat

If you have the vcp driver installed, the resulting listing will contain a line with a name field like 
‘com.FTDI.driver.FTDIUSBSerialDriver’. The driver itself is a kernal extension bundle typically found 
at path ‘/Library/Extensions/FTDIUSBSerialDriver.kext’. If the bundle is there, but kextStat shows that 
the driver is not loaded use the command

sudo kextload -b com.FTDI.driver.FTDIUSBSerialDriver

To unload the driver use the command

sudo kextunload -b com.FTDI.driver.FTDIUSBSerialDriver

To permanently uninstall the vcp driver, move or delete the kernel extension bundle 
‘/Library/Extensions/FTDIUSBSerialDriver.kext’, or change the .kext extension to something else so 
the OS can’t find it. 
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